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EDITORIAL.
E are back from camp and enjoying
the luxury of hot baths and a roof
over our heads instead of flapping canvas.
The horses . hock-deep in their straw beds,
are having a well-earned rest after having
been hard at it ever since the New Year.
While they are recovering those rounded
contours, dissipated beyond Mena, we are
cleaning up for the annual inspection, and
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occupying ourselves with kit and saddle
inspections.
Our camp at Mena was a good one,
and . although we were plagued by the
usual dust-storms, the weather was fine
and the nights bearable if the six-in-a-tent
turned themselves and their blankets into
a mutual benefit society . On the nights
we bivouacked it was cold and the dew
heavy and every red corpuscle had to do
its utmost.
The battles in which we took part were
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interesting, but so long as our anti-tank
guns are represented by men with flags,
our imaginations are taxed to the utmost
to guess what has been the result of the
struggle . Until we have actually seen
these mysterious weapons in action and
seen the effects of close-range machinegun fire on armoured cars, we cannot tell
whether we are likely to have bagged any
of these snorting- monsters or whether
they would have succeeded in " neutralizing- by passing over " (!) us.
*
*
*
Each year these machines play a greater
part in our exercises, and we realize more
and more what an enormous part they
will play in war . At first—but it is a
long- time ago—we looked upon them as
tiresome interlopers, later as pleasant
helps in times of trouble, and now we
value them as a small swift-footed boy
values a big brother awaiting round the
corner to save him from the retribution
of his impertinences.
*
* *
A howl of righteous wrath rose from
the bachelor officers when Amendment
No . 36 to the Royal Warrant was made
known . It seems that the Army Council must view the philanderings of the
bachelors of the B .T . in E . with displeasure and anxiety, for they have
offered a bribe to officers of over 30 years
to get married, and imposed a fine on
those who won't (or can't) . From April
1st the bachelors, whether triers or nontriers, whether aged 18 or 81, subscribe
6d . per day towards the comfort of those
who have taken the plunge into matrimony . Personally, I should like to know
how my contribution is going to be spent.
Three hundred and sixty-five sixpences .
will buy a velvet smoking--coat . . . or
fifty bottles of old Tawny! . .
*
* *
We hear the annual report (confidential) for officers has been published in a
new form . It seems the reporting- officers
were not sufficiently gifted with the pen
to .describe our whimsicalities and peculiarities to satisfy fully the Army Council's interest in its hireling-s . Their
curiosity is unbounded . Apart from our
efficiency in the field and in the saddle,
they now require to know our capabilities at the dinner table and in the Royal
Enclosure at Ascot ; whether our eyes

are blue and our noses Roman, our
clothes made at Sandon or Sholte, almost
down to the detail of whether we take
our Martinis dry or sweet . From what
I hear the form makes suggestions under
various headings and the reporting officer
crosses out those which are inapplicable
to the subject of his report .
Sociability
I know is one heading . I suppose the
form reads something- like this:
Sociability . — Home-wrecker, gigolo,
poodle-faker, conversationalist, mute,
woman-hater.
Temperance is another . Perhaps :
Always blind, sometimes ditto, consistent
tippler, secret drinker, Christmas only,
teetotaller.
Even Appearance .
I suppose : Colmanesque, Fairbankish, Chaplin-like, Lon
Chayneyish.
I must go to the Orderly Room and
look at a form . Perhaps I have been
misinformed .
*
* *
We have received an article or two for
publication which on examination prove
to contain nothing- of general interest, but
only the fiery exhaust of a personal grievance . The GAZETTE is not the correct
conveyance for scathing- personalities
directed against individuals . If pen and
wit can be sharpened so that an article
full of general interest or subtle humour
contains a sly .dig in the ribs for any one
of us, we shall be delighted to give it
publicity . Every one of us who lays pen
to paper lays himself open to such legitimate attack and will accept it in the same
friendly spirit as it is delivered . Though
it is said that the pen is mightier than the
sword, it is advisable not to try to use
it as a bludgeon .
*
* *
We must heartily congratulate Capt.
Harvey on his appointment to Adjutant
and his promotion to Captain . We feel
sure that he will carry out the arduous
duties of Adjutant with the same tact and
sureness as his predecessor, Capt . Hignett, who has now turned his attention
to the Machine Gun Department.
*
* *
It was with the greatest of pleasure
that we read in the Memorandum by the
Chief of the Imperial General Staff on
Army Training carried out during the
Collective Training- period . 1929, that the
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Army is still maintaining its high standard of efficiency, and :
" The loyalty to ,duty shown by all
ranks of His Majesty's Army is to be
commended . In an army which is aiming
at increased efficiency combined with
economy, a loyal appreciation of the
demands of duty is the highest asset it
can possess ."

MAJOR-GENERAL
JOHN VAUGHAN, C .B.
OHN VAUGHAN was born on
JJuly
31st, 1871, and was the son of John
Vaughan of Nannau, Dolgelly.
He was educated at Eton and later at
Sandhurst.
On March 11th, 1891, before he was
twenty years of age, he received his commission as a Second-Lieutenant in the 7th
Hussars . In September, 1894 . he was
promoted Lieutenant, and two years later
had his first taste of active service with
the Matabele Relief expedition . The following year he was again in the thick of
the fighting in Mashonaland . During
these campaigns he made for himself a
great reputation as a scout . He had few
equals at this branch of the soldier's art.
and, accompanied by reliable natives, seldom failed to secure valuable information
for the commanders of the force.
In 1898 he served under Lord Kitchener
in the defeat of the Mahdi and in the
Sudan, and took part in the charge of the
21st Lancers at Omdurman . Before
another year had elapsed he was with the
first troops in the South African War.
He was at that time a Captain, and soon
after arriving in Africa was given a staff
appointment as Brigade-Major , and later
as. D .A .A . on General French's staff.
In 1901, as soon as the 7th Hussars
arrived in South Africa, he rejoined his
regiment, but in the following year he
was appointed to another staff position.
Soon after, he was given command of
a column which he is reported to have
led with great daring and skill, and from
one success to another until the close of
the campaign .
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After the South African War he entered
the Staff College, Camberley, passing out
111 1903.
From the Staff College he took over
the duties of Brigade-Major with the
Aldershot Cavalry Brigade, and the following year, having been promoted
10th Major, he was transferred to the
Royal Hussars as Second-in-Command.
In May, 1908, he was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel and took over command of
the Tenth . He was a most popular
Colonel, and those who served under him
will always remember his constant devotion to the Regiment and his unflagging
efforts to make everyone under his command happy and contented.
His winning of the Kadir Cup in 1907,
his exploits as a shikari, his skill as a
swordsman, and his skilful training and
captaining of the polo team will never be
forgotten.
The polo team was almost unbeatable
and during the years under his captaincy
won many victories . Not only .did he
deal practically with polo playing, but he
has written many articles on the subject,
two of which we were privileged to publish in this Journal last March and June.
Col . Vaughan left the Regiment in 1911
to take over Commandant of the Cavalry
School, Netheravon.
The Regiment was then at Rawalpindi.
India, and he was ordered to visit the
Cavalry Schools at Tor di Quinto in Italy,
and Saumur in France, to study the
methods employed there, on his way home
to England.
No better or abler Commandant could
have been selected than Col . Vaughan to
carry on the good reputation which was
started and established by our present
Colonel of the Regiment, Viscount Byng.
The school was brought to a very high
degree of efficiency under his expert control and wide knowledge of horsemanship.
The writer of this biography well
remembers his first appearance before the
Commandant at Netheravon.
It was, I think, on a morning in May,
1914, and we were going round the jumps
near the polo field . Col . Vaughan.
accompanied by a young lady and Mr.
Wardell (later a Captain in the Regiment),
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had halted near one of the jumps when it
was my turn to go.
The horse I was riding was. a very good
jumper, but at the slightest tug on the
reins he promptly stuck in his toes, and
as I got to the jump this is what he did
with me.
Being rather nervous at the presence
of such distinguished spectators, I was
caught napping and promptly took a .dive
over the front arch of the saddle, landing
squat on the ground, reins in my hand,
looking dolefully up at my horse.
It was only to be expected that when
the war broke put in August, 1914, Col.
Vaughan should receive a higher command, and so we find him commanding
the 3rd Cavalry Brigade with the " Old
Contemptibles ."
The following year he was promoted
Temporary Major-General, and took
command of the 3rd Cavalry Division.
This rank he held until peace was declared
in 1919, when he again became a Brigade
Commander.
The following year he retired from the
Army, but we have no doubt that should
his country desire his services again he
will be ready and willing to devote himself to military work with the same zeal
and energy as in the past, for, despite his
grey hairs, those who have seen him
riding over high Leicestershire will affirm
that he is in spirit and activity still a young
man.
He was made a Justice of the Peace for
Merioneth in 1912, Commander of the
Bath in 1915, created a Doctor of Law in
1917, and Companion of the Order of
St . Michael and St . George in 1919.
His decorations are many and tend to
show what a daring and brave life he has
had as a soldier :
The Medal for operations in South
Africa, 1896-97.
The British Medal with clasp, Sudan,
1898.
The Khedive's Medal.
Queen's Medal with six clasps, South
Africa.
King's Medal with two clasps.
Distinguished Service Order.
European War Medals, 1914-1918.
Commander Legion D ' Honneur .
A.S.

THE BATTLE OF ZAHR
BARDEIN.
T HE

points have sunk the skyline,
Pursued by curses vain,
The squadrons (well extended)
Have spurred across the plain.
" The captains and the kings depart,
The tumult and the shouting dies "
And I because to staff rank raised
Lay me .down and close my eyes.
Blissful slumber soothes my brain,
And, though the hour is zero,
I dream of English hunting fields
And a ride on " Easter Hero ."
We had killed one fox at the winningpost
And were going to draw the stands,
And my loader had placed a fishing rod
Into my anxious hands,
When a covey of salmon flying o'er
Filled me with sudden dread,
For the rod wouldn ' t fire and the leading
fish
Was swooping at my head.
Flapping and fluttering round and round
I could feel its wind on my cheek,
And cowered down in terror
Till someone began to speak :
" Ink Harry, Blocks off Emma
Break group Charlie Don Vic.
The ruddy thing is coded,
Give me a pencil, quick . . . .
Then all at once I was awake,
Embarrassed and annoyed,
And, having nothing else to say,
Said, " Come off the skyline, Boyd . "

SUDDEN ALARM IN ESSEX.
a bright October morning-, the
honest folk of Orsett Parish were
surprised by the harsh blare of a trumpet
sounding—Tenth Hussars " Stand to ."
Stout gentlemen in different garb were
soon to be seen hurrying to the lawn of
Orsett Hall, where, beneath the unfurled
War Flag of the Regiment, Col . Whitmore was dressing- the markers with the
assistance of Lord W . Scott (" B ") .
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Right to left .—Lord Byng, Col . Whitmore, Lord Wm. Scott, Lieut . Jermyn, Jim Kimmings, Corpl . Joe Bodill,
Corpl . Percy Leekes, Corpl. Yernon Church, S .Q.M .S . " Alfie " Denniss.

Cpl . Percy Leekes (" H .Q .") was the
first to arrive, but Jim Kimmings (" C
Transport), Percy Jermyn (Signal Officer)
and Cpl . Vernon Church (Orderly Room)
were well up .
S .Q .M .S . Denniss and
Cpl . Joe Bodill of " B " came on in their
own time .

EXTRACTS FROM LIEUT .-COL . WHITMORE ' S
" HISTORY OF THE TENTH ROYAL HUSSARS
DURING THE EUROPEAN WAR, 1914-1918 . "
Bois JEAN AND AUBIN ST . VAAST, 191.

(Continued from page 10 9, Vol . IX,
NO . 3, December, 1 92 9 . )
dismounted party, under Lieut .T HE
Col . Burt, D .S .O ., arrived at
Viry-Noureuil at j a .m . on March 22nd, and
that night ,dug a line at Noureuil.
At 11 .30 a .m . on March 23rd, the Germans broke through north of the SouezRouez Road . At 1 .30 p .m . orders were
received to retire to the west of Noureuil.
The new line was held until 4 .30 p .m .,

The Commanding Officer's Call brought
Lord Byng on to parade, and the gallant
party were in position to face the camera
when the rattle of hooves on the gravel
announced that the old war horse,
Dunmow (" H .Q ." 42), had no intention
of being left out.

when the left was driven in and the enemy
occupied the village, and Capt . E.
Palmes, M .C ., 10th Royal Hussars, was
wounded.
On March 24th the Brigade fell back
to Chauny, and at 6 a .m . .dug in on a
position on the Chauny-Jussy Road, with
the right half a mile north-east of Chauny.
This front was held until 8 .30 a .m ., when
the left of the line was driven in . The
Brigade then was forced to retire to the
Chauny-Caumont Road, and they again
dug in, but were again ordered to retire
and take up a position between the canal
and the river, arriving there at 4 p .m.
On March 25th at 3 a .m . the Brigade
moved to Quierzy and took up a position
at that place, and at 10 .30 a .m . they
retired to take up a position on the high
ground about Les Bruyers .
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On March 26th the Brigade was relieved
by the French and marched back to
Tracy-le-Mont, and the 'dismounted party rejoined on the 27th.
On April 1st the Brigade marched out
at 6 a .m . to Gentelles Wood, in support
of the 2nd Cavalry Division , and in the
evening moved again to a wood south of
Blangy-Tronville : and on April 3rd they
moved at 4 .30 a .m . to Fouilloy and came
under the orders of the 1st Cavalry Division as reserve to their line, which extended from the Somme through Hamel
to Warfussee Abancourt and in the
evening they .were relieved by the 1401
Division.
On April 4th the enemy delivered a
heavy attack after dawn and forced the
14th Division to retire . The 6th Cavalry
Brigade was ordered to support the 14th
Division, and in consequence they held a
line on the high ground west of Hamel.
Lieut . W . S . Murland, 10th Royal
Hussars, was sent forward to occupy the
east end of the Bois de Vaire, but was
forced to fall back, having lost about 5 o
horses by machine-gun fire . The Brigade
held on to the ground all day with the
15th Australian Brigade on their left.
The Australians took over the whole line
that evening.
Lieut .-Col . H . A . Tomkinson . D .S .O .,
who had only just taken over command
of the 10th Royal Hussars, was wounded.
as were also Lieuts . R . G . Field, Viscount
Ednam, M .C ., and H . D . Kellaway:
about 4 other ranks were killed, and 18
wounded . Lieut . Field died on being
received in hospital.
At 10 p .m . a dismounted party was
formed and held the line opposite the
south-western end of the Bois de Vaire.
Capt . Gosling, M .C ., was in command of
the 10th Royal Hussars' dismounted party
and acted on the left of the 3rd Dragoon
Guards, with the Australians on the left
of the 10th Royal Hussars.
The enemy heavily shelled the line
during April 5th, but no organized attack
developed.
The Brigade was relieved by the Australians in the evening, and returned to
bivouac near Blangy-Tronville, arriving
about 5 a .m . on April 6th.
On April 6th the Brigade went into
billets at Camon, where Lieut .-Col.
F . H . D . C . Whitmore, C .M .G ., D .S .O . .

took over command of the 10th Royal
Hussars.
As a result of the recent events, in
which the 3rd Cavalry Division took so
prominent a part, the following order
was received by Major-General Harman,
D .S .O ., from Major-General Cator, commanding the XIX Corps : —
" My warmest thanks and congratulations to you and all ranks of the 3rd
Cavalry Division on the splendid work
you have done in the 19th Corps . The
fighting spirit and determination displayed
have been beyond all praise, and the
results achieved have been of the greatest
value . "
*
*
THE ATTACK IN AUGUST , 1918.
The attack and capture of the line of
the Amiens outer defences commenced
on August 8th.
In preparation for this attack the 3rd
Cavalry Division moved east on August
6th . The 6th Brigade marched from
Reincourt at 10 .45 p .m . to a concentration
10th area about Pont de Metz . The
Royal Hussars were billeted at Renancourt, arriving at 3 a .m . on August 7th.
At 9 p .m . on August 7th . the Brigade
marched through the outskirts of Amiens
to an assembly area about two miles east
of Longeau.
The concentration of such a vast quantity of troops in this area in preparation
for the great attack of the Fourth Army,
in conjunction with the French, was one
of the greatest achievements of the war.
It was necessary to get the whole of the
Cavalry Corps, not to speak of countless
tanks and guns of all descriptions, also
masses of infantry, over the bridge at
Longeau, which was but a few miles from
the enemy lines—this necessarily had to
be done during the darkness of a very
short night . The cavalry, closed right
up head to croup, crossed the bridge in
sections . Columns of tanks were to be
seen moving to their allotted positions of
readiness . It was well before the
appointed hour that all the formations
were ready for the attack, which was
timed to commence at dawn.
The last few moments before the great
attack was launched on August 8th can
never be forgotten by those who witnessed
it . There was a slight mist, which made
the advancing tanks look like great battle-
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ships in line, and the weird noise of their
advance just before the first gun was fired
at zero hour made one think that the suspicion of the enemy would be aroused;
but what wind there was happened to be
favourable, and the surprise was. complete.
No sooner had the first of the hundreds
of batteries opened fire on that eventful
morning than every battery pounded its
contents into the ever-weakening stronghold of the enemy : the tanks moved
steadily along, and the infantry the same.
And from that moment the great tide had
turned against the fortunes of the German
power, and afterwards, day by day . our
continual successes not only put fresh life
and hope into the armies of the Allies, but
the morale of the enemy became .daily
more exhausted.
August 8th is referred to by General
Ludendorff as '' Germany's black day ."
He writes that six or seven divisions were
over-run by tanks ; and that the Second
Army's defeat reacted upon the Eighteenth Army, the whole Western Front
being thereby shattered.
The attack of the Fourth Army extended from Dernancourt in the north to
the River Luce in the south—a distance
of approximately eleven miles.
The Australian Corps, with the 5th
Tank Brigade . were attacking on the left
of the British line, and the Canadian
Corps, with the 4th Tank Brigade, on the
right, and the French were attacking on
the right of the Canadians.
The role of the 3rd Cavalry Division
was to support the Canadian attack . and
to exploit their success.
The attack was launched at 4 .20 a .m ..
at which hour a very heavy bombardment
opened, and over 300 tanks took part in
the primary stages of the attack.
The infantry gained their objectives
with little opposition, and the Canadian
Cavalry Brigade, being the leading
brigade of the 3rd Cavalry Division, was
soon in touch with the enemy at Beaucourt . The 7th Cavalry Brigade was in
touch with the enemy on the left, and
the 6th Cavalry Brigade was in reserve,
advancing by way of Cachy-Demuin and
north of Beaucourt.
Towards evening, the 10th Royal
Hussars were ordered to support the 7th
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Cavalry Brigade south of Caix and northeast of Quesnel ; the 1st Royal Dragoons,
who had already been sent in support of
this brigade were engaged and were held
up by artillery and machine-gun fire from
direction of Quesnel.
Lieut .-Col . F . H . D . C . Whitmore,
commanding 10th Royal Hussars, thereupon decided to push on towards Warvillers and Beaufort, and so relieve the
pressure on Lieut .-Col . F . W . Wormald,
D .S .O ., commanding the 1st Royal
Dragoons, arrangements having been
made for the co-operation of the 4th
Guards on the left of the
1Dragoon
0th
Royal Hussars.
At that moment, Lieut .-Col . Whitmore
was ordered to take over command of the
6th Cavalry Brigade from Brig .-General
A . Seymour, D .S .O ., who was. too unwell to continue in command of the
Brigade . Capt . R . Gordon Canning,
M .C ., thereupon assumed command of
the 10th Royal Hussars, in the absence
of Major Gosling, M .C . . who was acting
as Liaison Officer.
Orders were then received from MajorGeneral A . E . W . Harman, D .S .O .,
commanding the 3rd Cavalry Division,
that the line, as then occupied, was to be
held without further advance being
effected that day . Outposts. were then
established on the line captured, " A "
Squadron, 10th Royal Hussars, under
Capt . the Earl of Airlie, M .C ., and " B
Squadron, under Lord William Scott,
M .C ., covering Quesnel from the head of
a narrow valley running .due south of
Caix . The remainder of the Regiment
was in reserve about the centre of the
valley.
During the night the Regiment suffered
some casualties in killed and wounded
from shell fire, Lieut . G . H . Perrett being
killed, and Lieut . T . Robinson, M .C .,
wounded, and about 90 horses were lost.
At 10 a .m . on August 9th the Regiment
was withdrawn to the west of Caix, at
which place the Division came into Corps
reserve . This gave an opportunity of
a much-needed rest for the men, and
there was a plentiful supply of water for
the horses . In the meantime, further
progress was being made, and it was
evident that the Germans were carrying
Quesnel
out an extended retirement .
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was already in our hands . Very encouraging reports came to hand from the 1st
Cavalry Division, which was operating
on the left, including the report of the
capture of an entire train containing
officers and men returning from leave to
rejoin their regiments in the line . This
division alone had captured 11 officers and
1,350 other ranks prisoners ..
On August 9th the 1st and 2nd Cavalry
Divisions were ordered to support the
attacking infantry closely and seize any
opportunity of passing through and
moving forward to the objective, which
was the line Roye-Chaulnes.
At 1 p.m . the Canadians, attacking in
front of the 2nd Cavalry Division, were
held up by machine-gun fire from Beaufort Wood . A company of whippet tanks
was then put at the disposal of the 2nd
Canadian Infantry Brigade, and the attack
was successful, with the result that at
2 .45 p .m . the advanced squadrons of the
2nd Cavalry Division were able to push
forward.
The situation at 4 p .m . was . as follows:
Folies and Beaufort were offering strong
resistance . The former was, however,
taken by the Canadians, and large numbers of the enemy were seen retiring
towards Warvillers.
At 5 .30 p .m . the 5th Cavalry Brigade
had reached Beaufort and Folies and the
infantry had passed through Warvillers.
A . S.
(To be continued .)

(From the " Rhodesian Herald," Friday,
November 29th, 1929 .)
ENKELDOORN NEWS.
IN MEMORY OF THE HUSSARS.

Mr . Grey, of Gwelo, late of the
Royal Hussars, was here last week, and
had a wreath placed on the monument
to the Hussars, which is in the local
cemetery . This monument was erected
by the officers of the Regiment to the
memory of the men of the Hussars who
died in Rhodesia during the Rebellion of
1896 . The Earl of Athlone, on his recent
visit to Rhodesia, saw Mr . Grey in Gwelo
and interested himself in the matter of
having a wreath placed on the monument.
The wreath was sent from Gwelo and
put on the monument on Armistice Day .
10th

E are now nearing the end of the

W training season, and a very success-

ful one it has been . During Squadron
Training we had a five days' spell in
bivouac at Abu Zabal.
Abu Zabal is a small village about
twenty miles from Cairo, and near to the
village there are among other things a
large wireless station and a civilian prison.
Huge quantities of granite are quarried
at the prison, and all day long jellucis
sailed down the Canal and passed the
camp, on their way to and from the
prison . The prison authorities certainly
appeared to believe in work being a cure
for most ills . Everybody enjoyed the
time at camp, it being a pleasant change
from the monotony of our surroundings
at Abbassia.
The weather was very kind and our
only casualties were one man bitten and
a few with sore throats, the former being
caused by carelessly handling a scorpion,
and the latter through endeavouring to
sing the loudest at an impromptu concert
kindly arranged by our Squadron Leader
and the Troop officers on our last night
in bivouac . Quick recoveries were made,
however, helped no doubt by the judicious
use of the medical orderly's penknife in
the case of the bite, and a few mouthfuls .
of McEwan's beer in the case of the sore
throats.
Our return to Cairo was marked by
two very interesting events, the first

BRIGADE TRAINING, 1930.
Coming Home.

BRIGADE TRAINING, 1930.
The Regiment passing the Sakhara Pyramids .
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being the crossing of the Squadron over
the Ismailia Canal, by the native ferry,
and the second in the annexing of our
Squadron Mascot, the Lamb.
We made the acquaintance of the lamb
when passing the Khanka Sand Drifts,
and he . followed us for about five miles
across the desert . The day's operations
ended in a mounted attack, and the lamb
was in it, carried by the scruff of the neck
by the 3rd Troop Farrier . After that
it was decided that the lamb should
accompany the Squadron back to barracks, and he is now a great favourite
with all, although it is rumoured that the
Troop Sergeants, say a few unkind words
when they see their issue of burseem
being depleted . The S .S .M ., too, has
been known to paint a portion of the
atmosphere blue when the lamb, in his
youthful exuberance of spirits, has gambolled on the prize geraniums in the
Squadron garden.
Our dismissal from Squadron Training
by the Brigadier took place a few days
later, and his remarks on completion were
very pleasing.
ext came Regimental Training, and
during this period we had, among many
other interesting schemes, the annual field
firing scheme . This is really the competition for the Davis Cooke Shield, and we
ran out very easy winners, the leadership,
tactics, fire .discipline and actual shooting
being- very good indeed.
Hard on the heels of Regimental Training came Brigade Training-, and evidently
the powers-that-he considered that our
acquaintance with the "Virgin's Breasts,"
and other wrongly named landmarks
should cease, for after a couple of short
days from barracks we loaded wagons,
L .G .S ., and sundry motor vehicles, ready
to move to Brigade Camp at Mena, the
home of the Pyramids and the Mecca of
" Yankee " tourists . Our first night
was spent in bivouac at Sakhara, a place
well known to those who do the Cook's
tour of Egypt . Seeing that Cook's
guides and dragomen are not part of our
equipment, and that our expenses are
paid by a generous Government, we did
not stay, but moved next day to the
camp . Apart from Sergt . Prince's dog
taking a dislike to the natives, and showing it, the S .S .M . endeavouring to find
employment for the Squadron chaff cutter,
the Quartermaster refusing to recognize

the Squadron flag, Lieut . Mainwaring, of
C " Squadron, delivering a lecture to
his troop . on " How to prevent your
equipment from entering A ' Squadron
Stores," life at camp . went with a swing.
Horses and men kept fit and well, and
the change of surroundings was beneficial
to all.
On our way back from camp we spent
a night in bivouac at Maadi, returning to
Abbassia the next day . All concerned
are waiting now for March 9th, the date
laid down for the grand finale of the
training season—Command Manoeuvres.
Let us now turn to that other sphere
of activity—sport . In the last issue of
the GAZETTE we predicted our going close
to winning the Brocklehurst Trophy, and
the Cross-Country Run.
We do not wish to set up as rivals to
" Old Moore," but nevertheless our
efforts at forecasting- results, are very
creditable . The Brocklehurst Trophy
became ours for another twelve months,
after a display of boxing- combined with
the . team spirit that would be hard to beat.
To " M .G ." Squadron we tender our
heartiest congratulations on putting- up a
wonderful show against us . It was a
great struggle, only one point separating
ourselves and " M .G ." at the conclusion
of three nights' boxing.
In the Cross-Country Run we again
had a tough struggle for supremacy, our
old friend " M .G ." running us very close.
Our runners put up an excellent show,
and their efforts were well worth the
victory.
We next turned our attention to the
Hockey Competition, and in the last
match of the series obtained a victory
over " C " Squadron, after a clean,
well-fought-out game . This gave us a two- .
point lead of " H .Q . Squadron—and the
trophy . As a point of interest, we like
to mention that for the past four years
we have won both the Hockey and the
Cross-Country Competitions, a great feat
in these days of keen rivalry.
Our friends in " M .G ." succeeded in
pipping us for the Football Shield by one
point, and we congratulate them on their
splendid show . The last match in the
competition was between ourselves . and
" H .Q .," and it was undoubtedly the
finest game between squadrons seen for
a long time : neither side scored, and a
draw was a fitting result to the most
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exciting match seen on the Regimental
ground this season.
Our successes in sport have obtained
for us another 75 points for the Old
Comrades Cup, our grand total now being
1 75 points, and our nearest rivals,
" M .G ." Squadron, with 130 points.
Whilst pursuing- the subject of sport,
we feel we must mention the efforts of
2/Lieuts . Wingfield and Moorhouse, who
scoured the desert wastes of the Sinai
Peninsula to shoot ibex for the purpose
of decorating the Squadron Mess Room.
We heard on their return that they were
successful in shooting ibex, but maybe
we were misinformed regarding the Mess
Room.
There is not the slightest doubt that a
pair of well-mounted heads would give
the Mess Room that additional air of
superiority so desired by the Second-inCommand . Perhaps the officers concerned will consider the matter on their
next visit to Sinai.
The best wishes of the Squadron go
with Capt . Gairdner on his transfer to
C " Squadron . We are sorry indeed
to have him leave us, and we tender a
hearty welcome to Capt . C . B . Church,
our new Second-in-Command.

REMINISCENCES OF FIFTY
YEARS AGO.
before our disembarkation
S HORTLY
at Suakim, our former Colonel (Baker
Pasha) paid us a visit on board the
Jumna when he received a welcome of

spontaneous heartiness, and those present
will remember, as I do, his endeavour to
give utterance to what he was evidently
feeling at coming once more face to face
after so long, and under circumstances so
changed, to the old Regiment to which
he had been so intensely devoted . . .
Well, we landed . The impression 1
think we got as to Suakim was that of
an uninteresting white-washed wharf,
approached by means of a causeway ; no
imposing substantial buildings, no regular
thoroughfares, no raised or curbed pavements ; premises occupied for the most
part by traders apparently doing their
trading with the least possible amount of
exertion, any weight carrying being done
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by very small donkeys tethered here and
there all over the place ; dusky vendors of
varied wares, no trees, no shade—just
heat and glare . Passing beyond all these
to some open space we were allotted our
horses, or, rather, ponies, for that was
about all they were as compared with the
" long-faced chums " we parted with at
Lucknow . And the saddlery we took
over ! —the queerest and most mixed
imaginable . What our Sadler-Sergeant
Sam Nicholls and his assistants must have
thought (and said?) about it all is left to
soldierly imagination . Still, in the first
place, the " ponies " proved to be hardy.
They were shod with plates covering and
intended to protect the frog, instead of
the ordinary shoe, the heat of the desert
sand by day being intense . Also, these
ponies carried the weight, bore the heat,
and went without food or water for most
surprising lengths of time when conditions made it unavoidable . In fact, I
have known them come home to lines and
picketing after whole days and to be
quite skittish and want to get loose,
whereas our horses in India, with far
easier times, were, of course, quite well
behaved . So the saddlery being at last
fixed up and fitted as well as possible, we
mounted these ponies and, under Col.
Wood, went through such field drills and
movements as to just bang those little
animals into shape in response to trumpet
and vocal calls known to us . but certainly
not to them . But then the Colonel had
some fairly good idea of what was ahead
of us, and it is astonishing what an
exceedingly masterful officer will sometimes accomplish in only a few days with
a mounted body commencing under a
handicapping so great as ours . Then we
each took our swords to . where the
Armourer-Sergeant had a grindstone.
We each turned the handle for the time,
while he certainly gave our blades most
efficient edges and points . With this arm
so conditioned, and the addition of the
very plain and serviceable, if not
magazined, " Martini-Henry " carbine,
we felt it not unlikely that we should give
a good account of ourselv es when face to
face with " the real thing ." (Yes, in
those days, literally face to face, so
greatly differing from the highly scientific
modes of wholesale destruction of recent
times .) To attempt here a full and coin-
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prehensive account of all that led up to
the necessity of halting the Regiment, as
stated, when on the way home after the
completion of years of service in India,
would involve much explanation, space
and time, and would be irrelevant after
all, for it would not come within what the
writer has entitled " Recollections ."
Therefore, to proceed, it should be said at
once that we were no more than an
Expeditionary Force, the various units of
which were collected in quite a summary
way to deal with a state of affairs in the
neighbourhood of the Red Sea, and which
had suddenly become very serious indeed:
and from .nits who happened to be passing there, either outward or homeward.
The latest news to hand was the entire
wiping out of a force of uniformed
Egyptians (certainly not trained soldiers)
recently placed under Baker Pasha himself, who had the narrowest of escapes, a
number of English officers being killed.
This slaughter occurred only about a
month before our arrival to take a hand in
matters . And, when we did, our way laid
over the whole site of all this, and the
bodies of human beings and animals—
camels, horses and mules—had remained
as they fell, the work of vultures excepted,
and in every case of these so-called
Egyptian soldiers, faces downward, showing clearly that the whole body of them
had simply bolted back towards the sea
from the " Fuzzies " or Arab spearmen.
To take command of the whole of our
Force we had Sir Gerald Graham, V .C .,
of the Cavalry . Sir Herbert Stewart, of
the Infantry, and Sir Redvers Buller, and
we had the great advantage of the aid of
a Naval Brigade under Capt . (afterwards
Admiral) Sir A . Knyvett-Wilson . The
various units comprised the 10th and 19th
Hussars, the Black Watch and Gordon
Highlanders, 60th Rifles, 65th Regiment,
89th Regiment, a detachment of Royal
Marines, Army Medical Corps, and the
Naval Brigade, as already stated . The
total strength, which included only British
born officers, non-commissioned officers
and men, amounted to no more than some
four or five thousand . As to Suakim, my
recollection is that operations amounted
only to reconnaissance from time to time.
Consequently we were soon moved (I well
remember an extremely smelly Turkish
vessel with no end of tightly-packed

camels in the hold) to a place further
along the coast, and called Trinkitat.
After landing there with very much
labour and difficulty, owing to there being
no landing place whatever, and putting up
some tents, we made the place our base,
some of us left behind in charge and the
rest being assembled . We moved off one
evening inland and desert-wards to Tokar
which we had orders to relieve, and to the
" Fuzzy " stronghold some twenty miles
ahead which we expected would be very
strongly held against attack.

CONCERNING
"C" SQUADRON.
at nine o'clock on the
P UNCTUALLY
last day of every month a very
malignant fate drags us into the vicinity
of the Squadron Office, not, as the evilminded may think, to answer a series of
charges, but to enable the S .S .M . to dart
out like a /remarkably nimble rabbit a
shout " What about those plurry
' Notes ' ? '' in our ear . He is not referring to White Papers or even Treasury
Notes--nothing so commonplace—but
really means that these chronicles of
C " are about three (lays late, with the
result that we reel away to some quiet
spot, praying for death as an alternative
to flogging our weary brain for three
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columns of interesting matter to place
beneath the above heading . Getting
blood out of the least resilient stone is but
child ' s play to it . Except that we have
at risen more or less
like larks
Reveille " and, presumably, gone to bed
at " Lights Out," there is nothing to
report of any outstanding significance.
True, we have been to camp, but then
so has everybody else, and we've cursed
the same wind, and reviled the same sand
together with the rest of the Regiment.
And the rest of the Regiment will discuss
it, ad nauseam . The Squadron billeted on
the first night out under the Sakhara
Pyramid, sleeping in the open . Much has
been said, sung and written anent this
same desert air, but one or two remarks
made by the Squadron personnel have
never yet appeared in song or verse, and
never will, we hope.
For the next eight clays we were encamped beneath the Gizeh Pyramids,
using the camp as a base of operations.
From there we strafed marauding
Bedouins, various Egyptian armies which
were maliciously holding the Nile, hostile
Syrians and Arabs with a remarkable
knowledge of very modern strategy, and
heaps of other potential invaders invented
by the fertile brains at " H .Q ."
Some we walloped, and were walloped
by some, but so long as the CookSergeant had not been wasting his time
we didn't care two hoots who actually
won . Anyhow, the knowledge that
yonder Arab outpost is composed mainly
of Bill Jones with a yellow flag tends
somewhat to damp our ardour . We are
all agreed that the food was very good in
spite of rather trying circumstances.
Those of us whose sphere of usefulness
is centred around the barracks and in
consequence, did not go to camp, have
been regaled with the most blood-curdling
tales of adventure by their more fortunate
comrades . How, for instance, Sergt.
Shepherd was so overcome by the
glamour of the desert that he nearly broke
his horse's heart in teaching it to kneel
like a camel : how Mr . Mainwaring
claimed to have discovered the tomb of
Sennacherib the Second, but which turned
out to be a broken hot-box containing
rissoles ; how Mr . McMullen had to leave
all his dogs behind in barracks lest they
should terrify the local jackals ; how he of

the lean and hungry look, the S .Q .M .S ..
that perfect embodiment of strength and
silence, fought six other quartermasters
for the possession of a tent, and bore it
off triumphantly.
And so on, and so forth.
The Home Defence Force has not been
behind-hand with tales of endurance and
bravery . Sergt . Batt tells with conviction
of the night when he defended the
Sergeants' Mess against a massed attack
of " loose-wallahs," firing with the .22
pistol left for the purpose until the breech
had so expanded with heat that he was
able to load and fire .303 instead . We
think this wants some beating . But we
know for a fact that a poor devil of a
lance-corporal was chased across the
desert half-way to Virgins Breasts by
irate females to whom he had inadvertently given short rations . Even now he
screams at the sight of a skirt, however
abbreviated.
There is really not much else to report.
Squadron personnel remains unchanged,
except that Capt . Gairdner has come to
us, in place of Capt . Church who has gone
to A ." We take this opportunity of
bidding Capt . Gairdner welcome, and of
expressing a hope that he may remain
with us long.
Unfortunately an accident at polo prevented him from coming to camp with us,
but we are pleased to see that he has now
recovered from the effects . The Cricket
Cup is more or less already in our
possession.
We are looking forward now to the
annual inspection by the Brigadier, which
takes place on March 5th . After that
there is to be another three days of
manoeuvring, after which we shall settle
down to six months' holiday before
moving off to India . When next we write
it will be the season of bug-nets and drill
and early stables, with much displacement
of water at the swimming baths.
But it will have to he very much warmer
than it is at present .
R . J . M.

Mules make a great fuss about their
ancestors having been horses.
Love makes time pass away, and time
makes love pass away .
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ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
he who sups with the Devil
T RULY
should hold a long spoon . When
first invited to contribute to the
Regimental GAZETTE we all leapt at the
thougs opportunity- of seeing our little
in print, and seized with avidity the chance
of poking innocent fun at our more staid
contemporaries . Now that we have inconetd stilted almost everybody in, or
with the Regiment, we would cheerfully
and gracefully fade out of public life.
Resting on our laurels, so to speak.
But apparently it is not to be . Although
we have carefully avoided the vicinity of
the Editor's office, and hurried on with
preoccupied air whenever shouted at from
the rear, we are finally buttonholed by
the Assistant Editor who says casually,
" You might let's have a couple of million
words by nine-thirty hours to-morrow.
Thanks, so much ."—and darts off on the
trail of another victim, with the result
that we are chained by the leg to a typewriter and left to work out our own
salvation on a wonderful Sabbath afternoon when we could have been losing our
" little all " on various quadrupeds owned
by Messrs . Davy and Harvey, which take
part in races at Heliopolis . Nicely put,
that " Take part . .
Rather fun, these races . Various idiots
loiter on the course searching for someone who professes to be " in the know,"
who tells them matters dark and dangerous (straight from the horse's mouth, like
a nasty wet hit) . On Monday mornings
these unfortunates may be found devilling
the life out of their respective Quartermasters for a casual payment to help them
through the week . Most pathetic.
Possibly we are a trifle prejudiced.
Last week we backed a horse that was so
far behind that it got mixed up with the
next race, and even finished last in that !
Those rare occasions when we manage
to hold our own with that devilish
invention, the tote, are signalized with
unusual revelry, to crib a phrase from
Gilbert and Sullivan . We remember the
last affair very well, although much mud
has oozed under the house-boats on the
Nile since then . If our memory is not
betraying us, the management of the

Slade Club reaped the benefit instead of
the tote.
The climax was reached with the
discovery of one reveller lying supine,
hands crossed on bosom, and head placed
with mathematical nicety beneath one of
those little wooden crosses which denote
the position of a fire hydrant . The burial
service was conducted with all due
solemnity, and the suffocation of the dead
was only prevented by the appearance of
a scandalized sergeant, who had been
attracted by the howls of the dead man.
On the whole, a very considerable binge.
We remember one amusing incident
when we were recruits at Canterbury and
the world was young . We had not quite
lost our individuality . That came later.
The wag of the squad wagered that he
would cause the Archbishop to acknowledge his (the wag's) existence . Some.
few days later we formed part of a
conducted crowd on a visit to the
Cathedral . It so fell out that, whilst we
were ambling up the centre aisle, the
Dean passed by, preceded by his bedels
with staves reversed . The wag uncovered
and fell upon his knees . Surprised by this
attention, the Dean removed his mortarboard and bowed . Evidently he thought
the wag to be a huntleyed palmer seeking
the tomb of Thomas a Becket.
The fact that it was not the Archbishop
did not save us from paying up our debts.
Things have been very dull here in
Abbassia during the past ten days, what
time the Regiment has been on holiday at
Mena . Those of us whom matters of an
important nature compelled to remain in
barracks have had very little fun to
brighten our young lives . Indeed, had it
not been for one or two junior N .C .Os.
from the Band, whom force of circumstance caused to do Main Guards, there
would have been none at all . The entire
Details contrived to be within sight and
earshot of the guard room when it was
noised abroad that Robbie Burns would
conduct . A rather disappointing performance from our point of view, since he had
been rehearsing the thing all the previous
day, and written copious notes which he
studied in bed.
Another strange sight has been the
P .R .I . Corporal issuing rations to the
married ladies—usually- the CookSergeant's unenv iable job . He made a
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very good start, measuring out scoopfuls
with tender care, but something must have
gone wrong, for he was seen, half an
hour later, liberally sprinkled with flour,
running straight and true into the middle
distance pursued by a bunch of females
variously armed . It appears that two
different brands of jam had been issued,
causing much internal dissention . Even
now he starts violently at the flutter of a
skirt, and loses the thread of his discourse.
We are all very glad to see the
Regiment back again, all looking very fit.
if somewhat skinless in some cases.
Stirring tales of sorties and surprises
are being related in the Mess, especially
by Machine Gunners, experts in innocent
fiction . We hear a great deal about
them ; concealed guns and what not.
About the enemy patrol who received a
blurt of a dozen rounds from a gun less
than three paces away, of whose existence.
let alone vicinity, they had been totally
unaware . How a gunner sergeant, whose
compass had a bias in favour of the west,
declare that the Great Pyramid had been
moved, with malice aforethought, nearly
half a league to the east ; and how he was
unshaken by argument and was prepared
to prove his contention . And how the
transport mules had, by common agreement, set upon Sergt . Haines, and would
have torn him limb from limb had he not
bribed them with burseem . And how a
lance-corporal in " C " Squadron had inadvertently strayed from the ranks, was
captured by Bedouins, and was forced to
slay a couple of dozen before effecting his
escape . (We think this one to be a
chestnut .) How Sergt . Hill had picked
up a helio message in Esperanto signalled
from Greece . (He vouches personally
for this .) And how an Italian tourist had
mistaken Benjy Turner for Mussolini
travelling incognito, and plied him with
chianti until Ben became speechless.
Then more tales to the effect that the
R .S .M . had beaten the picked guide in a
race up the pyramid, and how Mr.
Dearden passed a .night in the King's
Tomb for a bet . How a rough-rider had
taught a camel to half-passage, and how
somebody shot a jackal in mistake for
somebody else's dog, or vice versa, we
don't know which.
And so on, ad nauseam .
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There is one tale, however, for the truth
of which we will vouch . A R .A .S .C.
lorry was passing through Cairo on its
way from the camp to Abbassia after
dark . At the end of Bulac a traffic cop
stopped it and wanted to know why there
was no rear-light? The driver was
mildly incredulous, so the cop invited
him to get down and look . Together
they passed to the rear of the lorry.
" Now- where ' s your rear lamp, " says the
cop, triumphant like . The driver stood
goggling . Then, " Rear lamp besnookered! " he gasped, " Where ' s me
plurry trailer "
We know this to be true, because we
know a chap whose brother had it from
a native employed in one of the mess
rooms . A thing about mess rooms.
\Ve have often wondered what the
Orderly Dog feels like when he passes
down those avenues of champing jaws,
chanting his "Any complaints ?" Must
be rather a strain on the salivary glands.
We saw the Cook-Sergeant on his return
to barracks, and heard a terrible tale of
a cookhouse set upon a hill, up which the
supplies had to be man-handled . The
gradient was quite three in four he
assured us . And the wind! and the
sand ! and the wind-with-sand ! He left
us with the impression that a really
thoughtful Government would cause
medals to the Regimental Shooting Eight
Meritorious Cooking Medal, or something like that.
We hear that the G .O .C . will present
medals to the Regimental Shooting Eight
on Saturday next . The Sudan Cup, in
which the Lancers pipped us by one point.
It is the first time the cup has been won by
cavalry regiments . The Lancers seem to
spend their whole time pipping us by one
point in everything . Dashed unsporting.
'Tis now February, though not
appreciably warmer . Soon summer will
descend upon us, restricting our movements, removing our skin, and generally
rendering life intolerable . There remains
very little more training to do now.
Except for the Musketry Course this year.
we may possibly be finished with training
in this country unless, of course, we
" sign on " and revisit the country in, say.
1950 . A pleasant thought . We wonder
what form the Regiment will take in
twenty years time
It is too much to
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hope that we will still be cavalry.
Probably an auxiliary air force . The very
thought puts a vertical gust of such
intensity up us that our hats fly into the
air . Perhaps the armaments people will
turn their footling attention to us, and
issue absurd decrees governing the bore
of our rifles ; or even issue catapults, with
one .22 to each squadron to be used in
emergency only .
At present, however, the question does
not arise . Let it suffice to be efficient in
the arms that are spared to us . But we
fear that we've still a lot to learn . To
crib some more from G . and S . : —
" And when I know what is meant by
" mamelon " and " ravelin,
When I can tell at sight a Mauser rifle
from a javelin,
And when such things as sorties and
surprises I m more wary at,
And when I know precisely what is
ment by commissariat
In fact when I ve a smattering of
elemental strategy . . .
To finish this would mean a D .C .M . for
somebody, and not a Distinguished
Conduct Medal, either!
"

"

'

'

SHORT BURSTS FROM THE
MACHINE GUN
SQUADRON.
WHEN we read a certain paragraph
which appears in Regimental Orders
once a quarter under the notices section
to the effect that all contributions will be
forwarded to the Editor of the Regimental
GAZETTE by the 25th inst ., we feel something of that which is experienced by the
unfortunate individual who, on attending
church when the last hymn is commenced,
remembers that he has left all his money
in that other pair of trousers, only in our

case it is ideas and our head which are
empty . In fact, several thoughts pass
through that portion of our body from
which it is hoped the said contributions
will emanate . The most uppermost is
probably one of thankfulness that they are
not required more frequently than once a
quarter.
Since the last GAZETTE w t to press
events have been moving with more than
their usual frequency, and we have passed
through what is probably the busiest
quarter of the year . On review, however,
there does not seem a great deal to write
about . This is not due to our belonging
to the strong silent type, who hate to tell
how battles are won and lost, but, rather,
to our inability of being able to present it
to the reading public of the GAZETTE in a
palatable form.
On Sunday, December 8th, we marched
to Helouan in order to attend the Annual
Machine Gun Concentration Camp (we
should hate to miss it), the duration of
which this year was only a week instead
of the usual fortnight . For this we were
very thankful, as we had found out in the
previous year that camp life in December
in this land where the sun always shines
leaves much to be desired . However,
with the exception of the first two days,
when it rained most of the time, the
weather was pleasant . The nights were
much warmer than last year, a fact which
was appreciated by both men and horses,
the latter looking much more cheerful
when we went to call them in the lines at
" Reveille " for their early morning tea.
The rain during the first two days seemed
very strange to us all after seeing so little
since we left England, and it brought
back vivid memories of Wallingford, 1925
manoeuvres, and various treks in Ireland.
On the whole, the camp was the most
successful we have attended for some
years, the Brigadier being very pleased
with the standard of efficiency we had
attained during the training year . It gave
great satisfaction to all ranks to know that
our labours for the past twelve months
had not been in vain . We also had a very
pleasant time in camp with our old friends
the 13th/18th Hussars . On December 21st
we returned to Abbassia, being in good
time to clean up and prepare for the
Christmas festivities . The Christmas
dinner this year was prepared under regimental arrangements, and was partaken
en
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of in a huge Egyptian marquee . The fare
provided was excellent and ample, and
judging by the looks of contentment on
faces of the partakers about 1 .45 p .m ., as
they crept away to rest their digestive
organs, it was thoroughly enjoyed.
On Boxing Night we held a Smoking
Concert in the Squadron Mess Room.
Almost all the Squadron were present,
and an extremely enjoyable evening was
spent . About ten members of the Band,
under the able direction of L ./Cpl . Burns,
provided the music, which did much to
enliven the entertainment . The artists
were many, and the talent varied, and
towards the end of the programme some
difficulty was experienced in getting
several of the willing performers to retire;
they had apparently mistaken what is
known in professional circles as " The
Bird " for an encore . However, about
9 . 30 p .m . the Band played " The King,"
and everyone went to bed feeling that
there are many worse places than the
Army . The thanks of all are due to Tpr.
Quinn and his voluntary staff, who
arranged the room for the concert and
attended to the commissariat and victualing departments . Needless to say, the
supply of volunteers for the latter exceeded the demand.
On January 3rd we commenced Regimental Training, and were kept quite busy
with drill and schemes throughout the
month . Brigade Training came in with
February, the first fortnight being carried
out from barracks over the now familiar
battlefields Virgins Breasts, Coombe Hill,
etc ., area . On the 10th we took part in a
two - day Mobile Column Scheme,
bivouacing the night near the Sakhara
Pyramids . On the following day we
fought our way to Mena, where we went
under canvas 'neath the shadow of the
Pyramids with the remainder of the
Cavalry Brigade . A cold wind, which
blew most of the time, marred what would
otherwise have been a very pleasant ten
days' change . The horses felt it more than
we did, and showed the effect of an illwind when they returned to barracks.
However, they are much fitter than this
time last year, and after a few days' rest
soon recovered their former rotund
appearance.
At the time of going to press we are
preparing for the Annual Inspection by
the Brigadier, and we all hope he will be
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as satisfied as was the case last year, when
he highly commended the Regiment on
their turn-out and bearing on parade.
On March 9th we proceed, via
Helouan, to that delightful inland health
resort, El Shurafa . Bearing in mind our
experiences of last year, a plentiful supply
of eau de cologne or its Army substitute
(creosote) should be taken . From here
we jump off on Command Manoeuvres,
which consist this year of a continuous
forty-eight hours exercise . All second
line transport during this period will be
by camel only, and some amusement and
argument is anticipated when squadrons

BRIGADE TRAINING, 1930.
M .Gs . ready to give the armoured cars
a warm reception.

attempt to load the odd half-camel which
has been allotted to them . The debatable
point will probably be as to who will get
the hump . Another notable point, probably unique in the history of. the cavalry,
is that even the Colonel is not allowed to
get out of a trot . It will be very difficult
under the new conditions, when seeing the
Colonel approaching, to know whether
one is to receive his congratulation on
good work or the reverse . Still, there
will be plenty of time to ruminate.
Another point is that if culprits who have
appeared on sky-lines or performed some
other misdemeanour of war keep trotting
they'll never be caught.
The annual turnover of machine gunners will take place as early as possible
after our return from manoeuvres . We
lose this year everyone who does not
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accompany us to India, and this in itself
is very sad to contemplate . It means that
we lose some of our best gunners, sportsmen and soldiers . Our loss is the sabre
squadrons gain, for we are sure wherever
they go they will do themselves justice
and keep up the name of the old Squadron.
Those who remain, together with the new
arrivals, will, we have no doubt, maintain
that high standard set by their predecessors . By the time the GAZETTE appears
the change will have been effected, and
we wish our old friends the best of good
fortune, and hope they will have settled
comfortably in their new sphere.
Although the past quarter has been a
busy training one, time has been found to
indulge in a fair amount of sport, chiefly
football . Our stalwarts managed to win
the Squadron Football Shield in January.
" A " Squadron gave us a very close run.
finishing only one point in arrears . They
had very hard luck in their last match
against " H .Q ." Wing, which ended in a
draw . " A " Squadron did everything
but score the winning goal, and we sympathize with them . However, we feel that
it evens matters up somewhat for the close
finish between us in the Brocklehurst
Trophy . The Inter-Section League for
non-squadron players was commenced
soon after Christmas, and some very good
games were enjoyed by the participants
and spectators . The standard of football
produced by the second-raters has increased by leaps and bounds since last year.
It is very necessary that this should be so,
as unfortunately we lost over half of the
Squadron team this year on the turnover.
The present state of the Squadron or
Sports Funds does not allow for the purthe chase of any star performers from
squadrons, and we must not expect any to
be transferred gratis . However, we must
wait and see : events may turn out better
than we at present expect.
Congratulations to " C " Section on
heading the league for the second consecutive year . The final division of points
showed how keenly the matches have been
contested, only three points dividing the
winners and wooden spoonists . This was
a great improvement on last year, when
six points divided the first and second
teams.
The advanced points of spring are now
showing over the skyline, and when these
notes appear we shall have returned our

football and hockey gear to the mercy of
the storeman and drawn out that appertaining to cricket and water polo . Our
prospects in either of these sports do not
look very inviting for the ensuing season,
but we can only .do our best, and whatever happens we are sure to give someone
a good run for their money.

"

CAMELRY."

was on Friday, March 7th, that we
I T had
our first taste of camelry . Arriving at Helouan about midday, after
marching from Abbassia, we saw, sitting
down close to our lines, a heap of camels
in wonderful confusion, and tracking in
from every quarter of the compass could
be seen little groups of two or three, all
making for the same place . This gathering of the camels went on without intermission till Sunday at dawn.
The first thing to be done was to collect
about 500 of them to form Southland . All
during the afternoon camels one by one
went past two Army veterinary officers,
who passed them as being fit to work.
They were then divided off into groups of
fifty each under a Reis . The whole contingent was then divided into three section—a water section, a baggage section
and a forage section . This was completed
by dusk, when forage and rations for the
camel drivers had to be issued . O .C .,
R .A .S .C ., asked for a guard to protect
him and his rations, and twenty picked
floggers were detailed for the job . Borrowing the sappiest whips they could from
the camelmen themselves, they stood in a
large circle and kept the food intact by
using the same whips on their owners.
As a result, the critical moments passed
without incident beyond one broken pate,
caused by a dispute between some of the
dark boys " themselves . All night long
the grunts, somewhat similar of camels
and their .drivers, went on, and it was with
something of relief that we greeted the
dawn.
Southland was to move to El Shurafa
that morning, and a noble spectacle it was
to see the desert covered, as far as the eye
could reach, with loads of camels proceeding at their leisurely two miles an hour.
Only one small incident marred the stately
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procession . A young camel in an excited
condition did not care for the load of two
fanaties " on its back, and, getting rid
of its owners, it made straight for the
desert, and was not seen again . As each
" fanatie " is valued at six pounds, it
seemed a serious loss, but I gather that
the R .A .S .C . know a thing or two too
much to let that worry them . By eleven
o'clock the last camel had disappeared
over the horizon, and that was the last
we saw of Southland.
It must have been during Saturday or
Sunday night that some enterprising
Northland camels added three to the
ration strength . These were promptly
labelled X.R.H ., but no attempt has been
made to settle the blame on anyone . It
was considered more politic to let sleeping
dogs lie, or, rather, young camels remain,
and no more was said . They were just
hitched on to the tails of their mothers
and were not even asked to carry a prismatic compass.
On Monday we received the final
indignity . Sergt . Diamond was seen with
a large roll of arm bands . '` What are
those for? " I asked . " For issue to the
men, sir," was the crushing reply.
Crushing because the arm bands were
yellow ; the sanitary man's banner ; the
leper's distinction ; throughout the ages
the colour avoided by honest and clean
men . Henceforward . indeed . we were a
race apart.
All during the great battle, when aeroplanes were fighting overhead and guns
were firing and tanks were counter-attacking and umpires were putting out of
action and commanders were producing
flag reserves from their overcoats, the
camels remained peacefully parked in
Wadi Garawi . During the day they
plodded wearily for water, and during the
night they delivered it . together with
forage and baggage, to units . The Northland force was driven back from position
to position, and dashing cavalry, swearing
gunners and grim infantry went through
the wadi to take up another and final
position to save at all costs the capture
of Helouan . But not so the Camelry.
Into the Wadi Garawi they had been successfully marshalled, and in the Wadi
Garawi they would remain . be the men of
King's never so gallant nor the
Cameronians never so impetuous : and when at

last the rattle of the battle had ceased and
the cruel war was o'er (about 7 .20 a .m . on
March 13th), there was the camelry still
unmoved, and there was the Wadi Garawi
still uncaptured . The inference would
appear obvious, but it seemed somehow
to have been unnoticed, because in the
general bestowal of bouquets which took
place later, umpires, soldiers, staff, all
received their share, blushed modestly and
made their bow, but not a word was said
about the camelry . Silently, unwanted,
unpraised, unsung, the slow, supercilious
processions dispersed, and nothing remained of over a thousand camels, with
their drivers and escort, except perhaps a
little fuel for next winter's supply.

OVERHEARD IN THE CAMELRY.
Soldier (who wishes to get his camel to
barrak ") to driver : " Here walad,
eggree . fold him up, eggree walad . "
And the camel was " barraked " forthwith .

SCARBOROUGH
THE QUEEN OF WATERING-PLACES . NOTED
FOR ITS GARDENS AND BEAUTIFUL SCENERY.
When visiting Scarborough do not forget to book your rooms at No . 10
or
No . 15 . Roscoe Street . Moderate prices.
Within easy distance of the railway
station and the seashore.
*

*

*

If you require clothes . gramophones;
wireless sets, boots, household linen,
carpets . rugs and anything else at all,
then send your orders to " The Agency,"
No . 10, Wykeham Street, Scarborough.
All orders promptly executed and entire
satisfaction always given.
*

*

*

SUB-EDITOR : " The Editor regrets that
the cannot make use of your poem, for the
offer of which he is extremely obliged . "
HOPEFUL SCRIBBLER : " Did he really
say that ? How nice of him! "
SUB-EDITOR : " Well, not exactly . He
said, ' For sake, take this muck
away, Jim ; it makes me sick! '
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Since the beginning of the collective
training season the Wing has been very
busy, departments finding considerably
more work to do than is usual . The
Signal Troop in particular have undergone
intensive training, having participated in
several Brigade and Command schemes.
It is reported that the Signals put in some
good work on these schemes, though
once, when an originator " from out of
the Orderly Room (and new to the game)
gave them some forty-five group messages,
they were sorely affronted—and choked
him off.
Christmas was spent very happily . Instead of the customary Squadron dinner,
the Regiment " mucked in," under the
shade of a huge marquee (Arabian type),
and enjoyed a sumptuous feast that was
further enhanced by the fact that the
heads of the Wing did yeoman service as
volunteer waiters . Our S .S .M . led the
column, and ably assisted by S .Q .M .S.
Goatcher and Sergt . Hill, soon had his
charges getting on with the nice job of
feeding.
The Wing supplied a few waits that
were heard in various parts of Abbassia
during the festivities, but after a short
time they were brought back to earth (by
a few kind words from higher authority),
and the Wing resumed its normal course.

INTO the breach once more we go to
tell the world of our wondrous doings.
For a mention of sport . We concluded
the Inter-Squadron Football League in
the lower half, taking only third place.
We, of course, were very disappointed,
but we can look back upon some good
clean games that go to show that effort is
often as good as achievement . Making a
determined start our team surprised the
other squadrons, and showed distinctly
better form in the Small Units Cup, in
which competition they reached the semifinal, to be beaten by our near neighbours,
" K " Battery, R .H .A ., by four goals to
one.
In the Inter-Squadron Hockey League
we obtained second place, " A " Squadron
being the leaders, whom we congratulate .

The parade, prior to marching out to
Mena on Cavalry Brigade Training,
afforded the Regiment some unusual
sights . Many staff folk were seen upon
the backs of horses, Orderly Room,
Farriers, Saddlers . and Qu
(Sorry!)
The Regiment had no cause to . notice
them, however, on the march or hen at
camp, for they behaved only like the
others . No one fell off nor went sick.
As a matter of fact, it is hard to understand why such fuss is usually made whenever our gallant staff is seen on parade.
The duty folk may scoff and laugh, but
they know where to go when they want
anything.
A sad incident occurred whilst at Mena.
Somewhere about midnight a troop sergeant was deeply sleeping, dreaming,
mayhap, of his half-empty feather bed at
Abbassia, when a wild wind descended on
the camp and selected his tent as prey.
With a rattle of pegs and tackle if was
gone, leaving our hero to capture, refix
and secure it, whilst the same icy, cold
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wind blued his limbs and spitefully cast
sand over him . He wasn ' t the same
again for some time.
Another sergeant, one might liken his
command as that of a troop, though it
isn't, when dining in the Mess, whilst a
sandstorm raged outside, intelligently
remarked to his neighbour, who happened
to be the R .S .M ., " It's remarkable where
all this sand comes from, isn't it?"
The Wing attacked the Pyramids with
great vigour, and one moonlight night
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when it was discovered that "Topper ." our
temporary distributor of food, had mistakenly brought to the " H.Q . " haven
steaks which were intended for " M .G ."
Squadron . In passing, let it be mentioned
that the strength of '' M .G ." was round
about the 100 mark, whilst we had only
thirty-six in mess.
The Wing returned safely to barracks
in various manners . One might well ask
how Cpl . Williams secured his new job of
guiding the ammunition limbers over the

OUR ASSISTANT EDITOR (X) TAKES A HAND IN SERVING OUT
THE CHRISTMAS PUDDING.

saw the Signal Troop glee singers, reinforced with others, on the apex, sending
sweet strains into the desert air . The
songs, by the way, sounded very nice
from a distance, and it wasn't considered
necessary to climb the tortuous staircase
to hear at close range what they were
singing.
We left Mena on February 19th, and
marched to Maadi, where we bivouacked
for the night . The Regiment was feeding
from hay-boxes . which are quite all right,
but some little consternation was caused

desert to where they were wanted, and
finally home . Where was the transport
sergeant
Finally, we have to mention some
changes that have taken place amongst
our officers . Lieut . Archer-Shee finds a
welcome in the Signal Troop on his return
from the Signal School, Catterick, and a
welcome from the rest of the Wing too.
Lieut . Harvey having taken over the
appointment of Adjutant, we have to
commiserate with " C" Squadron on their
loss, and regret ourselves the departures
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of Capt . Hignett (who has gone to find
out all about the Vickers Machine Gun
with the able squadron who kennel these
pets .

BRIGADE TRAINING, 1930.
Sampling the " Hay Box " Cooking.

"

I SHOULD think they might run today, Doctor," says a pink-coated
individual on an over-fresh chestnut
thoroughbred—obviously a cavalry subaltern on leave.
Maybe they will," answers a big,
stout man on a short-tailed, stocky grey.
' Feels more like business, somehow . "
He looks up at the grey skies and sniffs
the soft November air.
The speakers are at the top end of a belt
of gorse . Away on either side, as far as
the eye can see, stretches one of the vales
in
shire.
Eu-leu in there, Hanover? Wind
him, my beauties! " Tom, the little,
hard-bitten huntsman, stands in his stirrups cheering his hounds into covert.
A whimper, faint, yet unmistakable.
Suddenly the Doctor points his crop . A
red-furred shape has stolen away from
the gorse, and is slinking down a hedgerow . " Ah! you varmint ; we'll catch
you! " The Doctor shakes his crop as
the fox turns his cunning head for the
fraction of a second and bares his teeth,
for all the world as though he was grinning .

Two minutes later the Doctor catches
the grey short by the head, and crams
him at a stout thorn fence, piously praying that what the horse can't jump he can
break . Meanwhile the chestnut has
cleared the fence with a foot to spare,
and carried his hard-riding master level
with hounds.
" Hold hard, sir! Confound you! "
roars the M .F .H . as the pink coat takes
the next fence at racing pace and misses a
hound by inches.
However, the pace is too good for
much talk, and away stream hounds over
the next two miles as fast as they can lay
legs to the ground . The first flight are
out in front now, riding a trifle too
zealously for Tom, the huntsman's liking.
The cavalry subaltern sees the black collar
of an officer of a rival regiment just ahead
of him . The black collar is bearing down
on a stiff post and rails . " Crash " goes
the top rail, and bump on his nose goes
the black collar's horse, pitching his rider
over his ears.
" Thank you, Major," says the Subaltern, jumping the broken rail . " Do
the same for you if I get the chance ."
The Major, spluttering mud out of his
mouth, makes no articulate reply.
Another mile, and no signs of a check.
Only four riders now are on any terms
with hounds . The . Doctor, having lost
sight of them long ago, is relying on local
knowledge and a line of gates and gaps.
He has a goodly following . Away back
in the wake of hounds every fence is the
scene of misfortune . " Wish we may
catch him soon," mutters the cavalry
Subaltern as he feels the distress of the
chestnut between his knees . " A—ah!
Whoop! They've got him! "
Sure enough, right in the centre of a
big grass field, hounds have pulled old
Reynard down.
The M .F .H . looks at his watch.
" Twenty-two minutes from the gorse.
Was that fast enough for you? " he asks
the cavalry Subaltern, almost genially.
" Ya—as," drawls the other ; " I always
like a little burst ."

They are all honest men, but my cloak
is not to be found .
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BAND NOTES.
Christmas week we had a
D URING
relaxation from the usual routine,
and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
On the 24th we played at the Children ' s
Party and at the subsequent spread that
was set before us the record for eating
was easily beaten . Christmas dinner was
served to us by our S .S .M ., who seemed
to have been celebrating the occasion in
his usual manner . Many and varied were
the remarks passed to this honorary
waiter as he wrestled with potatoes and
peas, and he seemed to count each pea as
though he was counting the Band on roll
call.
Sleep was the order of the afternoon,
and at 7 p .m . we rendered sweet music to
a crowded Canteen . These impromptu
programmes are, from our point of view,
very enjoyable . After we have started the
audience off in the right vein, so to speak,
we sit back and enjoy listening to those
who come forward to while away the
happy hour . Of course, there is always a
snag somewhere, and if only those people
who delight in finding fault with our
volunteer singers would .do their bit, then
'twould be harmony indeed .
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After the concert we divided ourselves
into three carol parties and went on tour,
with varying fortunes.
This is the story of three carol parties.
The first party, consisting of a male
voice choir, died an early death . After
wallowing through " Christians Awake "
and " The First Noel " they found that
there was no outward appreciation visible,
so they decided to disband forthwith.
Carol party No . 2 was the boy ' s choir,
and it met with a better fate than its predecessor . Despite the fact that at three
" pitches " there was nothing forthcoming, they risked their reputation by
having " just one more go," and this time
they clicked.
Selecting a site in the residential quarter
of Abbassia, they began to give selections
from their very limited repertoire, and
either the rendering of " Broadway
Melody " (American carols up to •date)
was too much for the good lady of the
house, or was it Boy Roger's superb
treble responsible for the opening of the
door? Anyhow, they were invited in, and
so much were they given to eat that, upon
gaining the outer air once more, they discovered they could " sing " no more.
Carol party the last was by no means
the least ; in fact, it was the pick of the
bunch . It was made up of instrumentalists
(Blowers and holders), and its first
engagement was, naturally, the Bandmaster's house . Silently we crept down
the road, sneaked into the garden, and did
our damndest . One tune was enough.
The door opened, and " That's enough,
come inside," was promptly obeyed.
When we got inside the first to meet
our gaze, after the host, of course, was
the R .S .M . Hurried fumblings with
collars, hasty fingers, brushed back unruly hair, and quick downward glances to
see how dirty our boots really were did
not tend to make our entree spectacular.
However, we were soon esconced on the
mat, and after sampling the contents of
the Bandmaster's wine bin were able to
sit up and take notice.
As it is only to be expected, we welcomed criticisms from the Bandmaster
and his wife, but when Mr . Vokins chimed
in with the chorus we thought it was time
to retaliate—we did, in the most ferocious
manner . In the dim and distant past our
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guide and counsellor was also a member
of the noise department, and we can
picture him as a diminutive band boy (they
still call them " band rats ") doing his
best to blow the trumpet out straight, or,
was he like the blowers of to-day, politely
informed to " Go Rahned and tell 'em?
Well, we spent quite a pleasant time in
the Bandmaster's house, so after waking
the baby by falling over the fender we
departed .

The next function was the Regimental
Concert, of which much will be said elsewhere, and then came the issuing of the
new instruments.
The violin is justly called the king of
instruments, but some of the Band think
that their instruments are pearls beyond
price and monarchs of terrestial regions.
But when the glamour wears off they will
get fed up with them just the same as
others.

CHRISTMAS DINNER, 1929, ABBASSIA, EGYPT.
The Egyptian Army Barracks can be seen in the background.

The next place we visited was—er—no—
I forget really where we did go ; my
memory seems to fail me, but I distinctly
remember playing " Broadway Melody "
on the verandah of " A " Block, and
another milestone of that night was the
hearing of Cyril singing " I Want Some
Money . " Cyril was ever thus.
One by one the carol party dwindled
until the last authentic reports gave one
the idea that they finished up in the middle
of the Barrack Square at 3 a .m . playing
anything but carols .

Still, the new instruments are a great
improvement on the old ones, and we
hope it will be a long time ere the Bandmaster enforces the custom of " One
Dent "—" One Bob ."
We offer our heartiest congratulations
to Cpl . McNeill on his gaining the third
bar . No doubt he will soon settle down
in his new position, but we think that one
of these days we will see him sneak into
the Mess Room and, in his most fluent
Arabic, whisper " Two eggs, Titch ."
The trumpeters had a very good time
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at Mena Camp, but we wonder what
would the little girl from Ohio say if she
saw her big handsome cavalry soldier
after he had finished his thirty-six hours '
endurance test ? Not much, eh?
F . C . B.

OUR JAZZ BAND.
that the winter is drawing to a
close and the warm weather will
soon be here, the R .S .M .'s pet hobby, the
fortnightly Regimental Dances, will be in
full swing.
These dances have been boosted high
and low, near and far, by different means,
and they are about the best dances in the
garrison . Of course, the arrangements
are nearly perfect . The floor is good, the
service for the thirsty and the hungry is
tip-top, and all that remains for the success of these functions is the Band.
Well, from sources official and unofficial,
we have received word that the Jazz Band
of ours is a real good ' un . Granted
they cannot advertise themselves in the
Egyptian Mail, but by means of hard
work throughout the garrison they have
established a name for themselves that
will take some beating.

N

They have performed on all the dance
floors in the garrison, and have played at
such places as far apart as Helmieh and
Ezbekieh.
So when you visit the fortnightly dances
just remember that the merry musicians
who purvey the rhythm to all and sundry
are our own people, ready and willing at
all times to keep up the name of the
Shiners . " Of course, all the Jazz Band
have their hobbies and sports, and it may
interest readers of the GAZETTE to know
the different pastimes favoured by our
rhythm dispensers.
The first on the list by virtue of right is
the "hot" trumpet player " Joe ."
Hobby : Sleeping, sport — '` Tiddley
Winks " ; and to keep the ball rolling his
favourite song is " Sing Me to Sleep,"
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and his best colour is " Somnolent Blue ."
Quite a restful sort of chappie, eh?
Next comes our friend "Phyll ." He is
moulded somewhat different to us ordinary
mortals . His hobby is music, but his
sport is " murdering it . " His favourite
song is The Dead March in " Saul, " and,
appropriately enough, the colour he
desires, is " Mourning Black ." Ugh!
Quite a cheery sort of fellow all round.
A more cheery candidate comes next,
and " Ginger," as we call him, certainly
knows what's good for himself . Hobby:
Eating ; sport, any game when teas are
supplied . His favourite song, " My
Meatless Day," is something of a misnomer to him, but his best colour is red,
because all pastries are slightly tinted.
The next jazzite reminds one of Daddy
Mason and his Saving Certificates . We
refer to " Johnnie ." His hobby is banking and his sport is " Banker, " but
whether that means playing with cards or
doing a sort of miniature " Barclays "
need not worry you any, because his
favourite song is " Stop Me and Buy
One," and his best colour is silver . So
evidently friend Johnnie is a money-making person on a large scale . (Ingham,
beware!)
To those who prefer the company of the
fair sex, we commend to them the next on
the roll, who happens to be " Bob ." His
hobby is courting, and his sport spooning.
Now what could one wish for better than
that? His favourite song, " Come into
the Garden, Maud," shows that he knows
all about that " Garden of Eden " stunt,
and his best colour, rouge, caps the lot.
Evidently Bob is likely to be a second
edition of " Henry the Eighth ." (Watch
the News of the World, chaps ;' he'll catch
it soon .)
In the last, but not least, we have in
Cyril a man after our own heart . His
sport is drinking, and his hobby froth
blowing . Naturally enough his favourite
song is " Another Little Drink, " and, to
crown the lot, his best colour is " Pale
Ale ." But let us issue a word of warning :
Don't think Cyril will buy you one . Oh
no! He carries a bit of Aberdeen granite
in his pocket, so that he will not forget
his ancestors ' religion .
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7 lb . to " Maamul," 9 lb . to " Ibn Bahr,"
and 16 lb . to " Gridon " (all winners this
year), he won by 11 lengths—a fine performance.
Out of seven amateur races the stable
have scored two wins, four seconds and
three thirds, so its supporters must admit
that they have usually had a run for their
money.

RACING NOTES.
the last number of the GAZETTE
W HEN
went to print the Abbassia Stable
was in a fair way to be rechristened
Losers' Lodge ." Since then, however,
Fortune has favoured that line of rickety
boxes wtih an occasional smile.
On December 7th, " Goha," with
Barnes in the saddle, won a £15o handicap
at Gezireh, and those who had been
staunch in his support reaped a pleasant
harvest at 10 to 1 .
A week later, in an
amateur race, " Bareed " looked all
over a winner, but was beaten cleverly
into second place by Capt . Hirsch's
" Maamul ." " Deban," the other Regimental representative, was fourth . On
New Year's Day, " Bareed " had his
revenge . In a race over one and a half
miles at Gezireh, with Capt . Davy again
in the saddle, he received 7 lb . from
" Maamul " and beat him out of sight.
" Deban " (Mr . Harvey) was third . In
the next two amateur races, the Abbassia
stable scored second and fourth and
second and third, with " Safwan " and
" Goha " and " Safwan " and " Bareed
respectively . In the Reid Challenge Cup
our representatives were last and last but
one! (Arabs are queer animals .) In the
Macalmont Cup at Gezireh over one and
a half miles, " Bareed " put up a fine
show . With top weight of 11 .9, giving

POLO NOTES.
THE CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT.
Christmas Tournament started on
T HE
Saturday, December 28th, and we
entered one team :
Harvey, 1 ; Richardson, 2 ; Dawnay, 3;
Donner, back.
In the first round we met the 13th/18th
Hussars ' " A " Team, and beat them
fairly easily . In the next round we met
the Light Brigade . Giving them 21
goals ' start, we won by half a goal.
Dawnay had fever and was not able to
play in this match, Miller taking his place.
In the semi-finals we played the Vagrants
and beat them by 10 goals to 51 . This
was a good galloping game and found
us all in good goal-hitting form.
In the finals we met the R .H .A ., who
had previously gained a rather unexpected
victory over the 12th Lancers ' " A
Team . The Gunners gave us half a goal
start and we won by 31 goals to 2, Harvey
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being in good form and Donner steady at
back.
It is not often that polo is stopped out
here on account of rain, but the Lady
Maxwell Cup, which was to have been
played in December, had to be postponed
until the second week in January . This
tournament is six chukkas, played on
handicap.
The Regiment entered the following
team :
Richardson, 1 ; Dawnay, 2 ; Gairdner, 3;
Horne, back.
In the first round we met the 12th
Lancers' " B " Team and had to give
them 51 goals' start . By the end of the
second chukka we had scored 5 goals,
but after that things did not go so well.
Each side scored a goal, and the game
became rather sticky . We started the
last chukka with a lead of half a goal;
then the 12th scored again, but Gairdner
managed to .dribble through just as the
bell went, leaving the score 8—7 in our
favour.
In the semi-finals we met the 12th
Lancers' Regimental team and were
beaten by 7 goals to 4 . The first chukka
was unfortunate for us, as from the
throw-in the 12th scored straight away
and at once followed this up by scoring
another goal . After that the game was
very even, and at times quite fast . The
12th's ponies were quicker and handier
than ours, Kidston in particular riding
some very fast ponies . Gairdner was not
able to .do himself justice, as he is not
as well mounted as last year.
The next tournament was the Junior
Championships, played level . We entered two teams : —
" A " Team .—Harvey,
Richardson,
Dawnay and Archer-Shee.
" B " Team .—Wingfield, Moorhouse,
Hignett and Col . Greenwood.
" B " Team were beaten by the 12th
Lancers' " A " in the first round 6—1.
" A " Team beat the 13th/18th Hussars
by 5—3, scoring two goals in the first
chukka, then the 13th/18th scored three,
so we started the last chukka one goal
down, but, getting going quickly, we
scored three goals without reply . In the
semi-finals we beat the 12th Lancers'
" B " by 4—2 after quite a good game.
In the final we met the 12th Lancers '
" A " and beat them after a good game .

Both sides scored once in the first chukka,
and in the second we had all the best of
the game and had many shots at their
goal, but just could not manage to hit
through . The 12th then scored after a
penalty against us . In the last chukka
we had much the best of the play, and got
two goals . If our shooting at goal had
been better we should have scored another
six goals.
A chapter of accidents to our polo
players is the next thing to record . Playing in a practice game, Horne had a fall
and damaged his leg so badly that he will
not play again this season . Then in the
first round of the Inter-Regimental,
Gairdner collided with Harvey and broke
a small bone in his wrist.
In the Inter-Regimental we drew the
Gunners and played the following- team:
Harvey, Dawnay, Gairdner and ArcherShee.
After a moderate game we beat them
by 7—2, Gairdner being injured just
before the bell went in the last chukka.
For the final against the 12th Lancers,
Richardson took Gairdner's place . For
the first two chukkas the game was very
even, the score being one goal each at
the start of the third chukka, which
proved to be disastrous for us, as the 12th
scored five goals . The 12th eventually
won by 10—I, but this score was hardly a
fair indication of the run of the game, as,
except for the third chukka, the game was
fairly even . Practically every shot the
12th had at goal went through, whereas
we had many shots which seemed certain
goals but which either hit the posts or
jinked to one side owing to the uneven
ground.
The most encouraging thing in the
polo season so far is the great .improvement in Dawnay's play . He hits a long
ball, and only needs to quicken up a bit
to become a good player.

SPORTS NEWS.
COMMAND CROSS-COUNTRY RUN.
HE above run took place on December 23rd in ideal weather . The
course was run over very rough desert
country, and was about five and a half
miles in length . Our team was selected
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from the result of the Regimental Run,
and unfortunately, owing to Squadron
Camps and Regimental Training, very
little training could be done . In the
order of merit we finished 7th, one place
better than last year, a very creditable
performance under the circumstances, all
our team completing the course.
The team was as follows :
Cpl . Cobb, L ./Cpls . Mottram, Steward,
28 Smith, 14 Smith and Hall, Tprs . Cotty,
Jones, Dimmock, Turton, Roberts, Lightfoot and Weston, Bdsn . Wells and Sig.
Jones . Reserve : Boy Rogers.
Especial praise is due to L ./Cpl . Mottram, our first man home, and 16th in the
Command . " C " Squadron representatives ran splendidly and provided four of
our first five home.
The whole team, under Cpl . Cobb, are
to be congratulated on their performance.
BOXING.
COMMAND INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.

In the above tournament, held on
December 7th, we had two entries :
L ./Cpls . Marshall (light heavy-weight)
and Parrett (welter-weight).
The former was drawn against Lieut.
Cole, the ultimate winner, and a very
experienced boxer, and, although Marshall gave a creditable performance, he
was well beaten on points in his first
fight.
L ./Cpl . Parrett fought a tough customer in Cpl . Orrow of the 13th/18th
Hussars, and after a hard and fast fight
was declared the winner on points . His
next fight, in the semi-final, was against
L ./Cpl . Walker, of the Gloucestershire
Regiment, the ultimate winner, and after
a good " scrap " he was beaten on
points . Both our representatives boxed
creditably, but Parrett was below form,
and it appeared as though he had been
doing too much in his preparation.
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS.

In the first round of the above Championships, held at Alexandria on December 30th, we were drawn against the
Durham Light Infantry, who defeated us
rather easily . Unfortunately, team
changes were made at the last moment
through unforeseen events occurring, and
this greatly reduced our team's strength .

Our only winners were L ./Cpl . Marshall
(light heavy-weight) and Tpr . Bragg
(light-weight), the latter winning by the
knock-out . Tpr . Dawes proved his grit
by filling our heavy-weight position at the
last moment, he being only a middleweight, and he put up a magnificent fight
against great odds . Some of the fights
were extremely close, but each time we
just lost the decision.
Our team was:
Heavy-weight .—Tpr . Dawes.
Light Heavy-weight .—L ./Cpl . Marshall.
Middle-weights .—L ./Cpl . Sullivan and
Tpr . Harding.
Welter-weights .—Cpl . Frisby and Tpr.
James.
Light - weights . — Tprs . Dawes and
Bragg.
Feather-weights .—Tprs . Sutherst and
Fletcher.
Bantam-weight .—Tpr . Putnam.
The latter unfortunately was ruled out
as 5 lb . over weight, and we are wondering if he exceeded the limit at the Christmas festivities.
Special contest of four rounds .—In the
Command Team Finals, special contests
were arranged to complete the programme . L ./Cpl . Marshall (light heavyweight) represented us, fighting L ./Cpl.
Breakwell, 13th/18th Hussars, and winning by the knock-out in the third round,
on which feat we heartily congratulate
him .
FOOTBALL.
Results of Inter-Squadron League :
Goals
P. W . L . D . For . Agst . Pts .
"MG ."
"A"

H .Q ."
"C"

6 3
6
2
6
1
.. . 6
1
. ..

1

1
2

3

7 6 8
3 9 6
7
3
8 75
9
1
4
4
2
2

Pts.O.C.
Cup.
20

15
10

5

The above competition was keen and
evenly contested, as the results show.
" M .G . " Squadron are to be heartily congratulated on being the winners, after
playing in a hard and determined manner
from the start to the finish . The result
was uncertain until after the last game
was played, and as " A " only managed
to draw with " H .Q .," they had to be
content with second place . Well done,
" A ." " C " Squadron made such a bad
start that they were unable to recover,
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but have a very useful team for next
season . " H .Q ." were rather disappointing_
REGIMENTAL.

Our achievements for the season
192930 have not been so good as we desired.
The young blood have not come up to
expectations, and, although a fairly useful
team has been got together, great improvement in all-round play is required
before any trophies are likely to come our
way.
In the Inter-Unit League we occupy
fourth pace, eight teams comprising the
league . In all the cup competitions, both
Inter-Unit and Company, our innings
have only been short-lived, and in the
Small Units' Competition only have we
been able to get into a semi-final, "H .Q ."
Wing having the honour.
In this competition our opposition was
very stiff, " C " Squadron going down
creditably to their old foes, No . 1 Company, Egypt Signals, last year ' s winners.
" M .G ." got beaten in the last minute by
a penalty goal, by " L " Battery, R .H .A .,
and " A " went down rather easily at
home to " C " Battery . " H .Q ." were
lucky in the draw, getting a bye in the
first round, beating 31 (M .T .) Company,
R .A .S .C ., in the second by a score of
3-0, the R .E . (3—1) in the third, and
getting well beaten themselves (4—1) by
" K " Battery . R .H .A ., in the semi-final.
injuries once again robbing them of their
best men.
L ./Cpls . Joddrell and Forward are to
be congratulated on once more being
selected as Army representatives for the
season 1 9 29-3 0.
The Regimental team was selected
from the following :
S .S .M . Rusbridge, Sergt . Clifton,
L ./Cpls . Smith . Watkins, Forward,
McGuinness, Locker . Joddrell, Canning
and James, and Tprs . Slinn, Bray,
Stevens, Lockwood, Rodwell and Howland, and Bdsn . March.
The season ' s results are :
Played, 25 : won 1 2 ; lost . I I ; drawn, 2;
goals for, 6o ; goals against, 63.
HOCKEY.
The Regimental hockey team had a
very busy season and acquitted itself very
well .

I7I

The team was selected from :
R .S .M . Vokins, S .S .Ms . Dearden and
Rusbridge, Sergts . McNeill and Lewsley,
Cpls . Daly, Siely, Setchell and Frisby,
L ./Cpls . Mordaunt, Smith (" H .Q ."),
Hall and Sutherland, Bdsn . Beavers and
Langton, and Tprs . Moore, Miller,
March, Thompson and McGuinness.
The season's results were :
Played, 32 ; won, 10 ; lost, 18 : drawn . 4;
goals for, 65 ; goals against, 84.
Results of Inter-Squadron League :
P.
b

W.

Goals
D. For . Agst . Pts.

3

Pts.0 .C.
Cup.
20

8 9
9 3 8
15
C ''
2
6 13 4
10
4
4
t 6 9 3
5
Once again "A" Squadron and "H .Q ."
proved too strong for the opposition, the
former being winners for the second successive season in Egypt . It was not until
the last game was played that the winners
were known, but " A " made no mistake
and beat " C " rather easily by 4—2.
A"

6
6

3
3

L.
0

i

12

2
0

CORPORALS' MESS NOTES..

"

F OR men may come and men may
go," might have been written with
the Corporals ' Mess as the object in view,
for since our last contribution to the
GAZETTE men have both entered and departed our temple . However, the congregation around the fire diminishes not,
only the waiting list for the armchairs
becomes. larger or smaller as circumstances decree, and the front-liners enjoy
the fire's cheerful blaze in peaceful
slumber—immovable.
" Shop " seems to be the eventual limit
to all conversation in the Mess recently,
and we have our own, probably wellmeaning, exponents of the soldier's work
in the field . They can usually be heard
giving out their views as to how the
morning ' s scheme should have been done,
criticism on their own points not, however, being permitted . It is rather
noticeable that the same would-be Napoleons do not use similar tactics when in
the Mess, or else they would not be
relegated to the domino table so many
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times, instead of occupying a strong
position in one of the armchairs.
Sad to relate, we have only one function
that is too important to merit omission.
Our Annual New Year's Dinner.
This year the dinner was held in the
Gunners' Mess Room, and, by kind permission of the Chief Gunner, we had all
the Christmas decorations thrown in.
True, one cannot eat the paintings on the
walls, but they enhance the appearance
generally, and we had no cause to have
any fear of barrack damages . The dinner
was well served and enjoyed . The
volunteer . waiters, seven in all, did great
work in keeping us " on the job " until
we were fully sated, but it was to be
noticed that the waiters seemed to have
chosen themselves for the position, for
one and all are noted in the Regiment for
their large appetites and thirsts . What
brawny Corporal who bears the Shoe cannot empty barrels without flinching ? And
what member of the football or hockey
teams cannot tell you of the mighty conquests of " Smudger," home and away?
Canteen managers go green when they
see him advancing towards the repast.
For our part, we left before the waiters
commenced their meal, and the lions fed
undisturbed.
Credit is due to our late President,
" Charlie " Downes, for the arrangements . Everyone was happy and contented.
We are very sorry to lose Cpls . Davis
and McNeill, who now adorn the Corner
House, but already their chairs have been
taken by the newcomers . There are one
or two members who can be heard talking about " A " and " B teams, and,
as we hear on good authority that the
teams mentioned are exclusive products
of the Corner House, we can only draw
one conclusion.
The Mess had a good time at Mena.
True, there was no Mess proper, but
many things redeemed that shortage.
We are indebted to the Sergeants' Mess
for entertaining us on two occasions.
The first was in the way of being a
challenge to pit the might of our dart
team against theirs . We did—and lost
heavily, four games to two . No one
seemed to worry much over the outcome
and a really good evening was spent . It

was very amusing and instructive to hear
some of the Sergeants deprecate their
skill as throwers of the dart and later
seeing them at work getting pugs,
doubles, etc ., in easy and confident
manner . Spiders !
The second occasion was a whist drive,
which, on the winners being announced,
seemed to have been arranged for our
own especial benefit, for we took first,
second and third prizes, L ./Cpls . Canning, Mordaunt and Upshall respectively
being the culprits . As this event took
place on a Monday, the prizes were doubly
welcome, the thrift of some of us not
permitting the possession of much " cash
in hand " after the week-end.
That we made the most of our proximity to the Pyramids was shown very
concretely when the first thing that met
the gaze of the writer of these notes when
he reached the summit of old Cheops '
pile was the name of one of our brightest
lads carved in bold lettering on the topmost stone.
Many strange faces were seen on
parade during Cavalry Brigade Training,
but, despite heavy sarcasm from some
of the so-called " roughs, " all acquitted
themselves as cavalrymen should—and
enjoyed it . It gave the staff men great
joy, too, to inform their duty brothers
that they " weren ' t the least bit sore "!

THE REGIMENTAL
CONCERT.
the past few weeks, many
D URING
strange and weird noises have been
emanating from the Canteen between the
hours of 2 p .m . and 5 p .m . It was a
peculiar malady that possessed this place;
one dare not go near the doors or windows without being greeted with groans
and boos, so that it was safer to let this
complaint stay where it was, rather than
have it roaming round spare elsewhere.
" What," you ask, " was this disease
which seemed to demoralize all and
sundry with whom it came in contact ? "
Nothing serious .
Oh , no !
Merely a
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party got together by the Bandmaster.
Well, perhaps it can hardly be called a
party, but a troupe.
The idea was to amuse the troops so
that for one night they could forget about
" line guards " and " One step—two step
—three! "
The secrets of this troupe were discovered by the announcement that a
" Grand Instrumental and Vocal Concert " would he given in the N .A .A .F .I.
concert hall on December 30th, 1 9 2 9 .
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tended to relieve the artists of any stagefright they may have possessed.
From the very start everything went
with a swing . Each item was applauded
vociferously . The best " turns, " of
course, were the sketches . These were
well selected, each artist being- given an
opportunity to shine in his, or her, particular sphere.
The first sketch was " The Chairman,"
and was very well carried out : Sergt.
Donovan in the title role, and Sergt.

THE CONCERT PARTY.
Standing .—Sgt . Donovan, Sgt . Garcia, Bdsn. Hutchings, Sgt. Wilson.
Sitting.—Bandmaster Roberts, Mrs. Leggett, Sgt . Taylor.

The doors of the concert hall were
opened at 7 .15 p .m ., but even at 7 p .m.
there was a queue stretching round the
N.A.A.F.I
. building, consisting of early
birds who were trying to make sure of a
seat by " lining up, " before the doors
were opened . Gradually, under the
fatherly guidance of R.S.M . Vokins and
S .S .M . Rusbridge, the hall was filled, and
the Band struck up with a popular song
which set everyone on good terms with
himself in readiness for the great event.
The first item, "Leagues of Laughter ."
was very well received, and the applause

Wilson as a fussy old lady, accompanied
by a lanky lad of fifteen summers (Sergt.
Taylor), were very good.
" The Three Pirates " was the next
concerted item, and again the Gunners'
comedians, Sergts . Donovan and Wilson,
brought down the house with their antics.
" The Mysterious Quartet " was another
very good turn . Quite a few persons
expected a posh Russian quartet after the
Bandmaster had made his speech in front
of the curtain : but what a roar went up
as each one of the " troupe " was introduced . It was an old theme dished up
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in such a way that the house screamed
with laughter . But what about the
" interrupter "? We cannot believe he
was a reporter ; the only thing he could
report on would be the loss of his front
teeth .
Away with all interlopers, and
on with the show . "

L
A
D

The last item was also a sketch . It
was described as a " Coup-Tie," and it
proved to be a fitting climax to an excellent evening .
Everyone played his or
her part to perfection . To hear the
gentleman from Newcastle (Sergt . Wilson) argue the point with the Welshman
(Bandmaster Roberts) was worth waiting
for.
Of the individual items, Mrs . Leggett ' s
song " I'll always be in love with you "
was as much a favourite as any . This
lady was goad throughout, and after her
duet with Sergt . Garcia, received a
pleasant award in the form of a box of
chocolates.
For those who preferred rollicking
choruses, there was quite a variety to
pick from, and to make comparisons
would be odious.
Great credit is due to Bandmaster
Roberts for the way in which he worked
so hard to make the show a success ; to
the artists, too, praise must be given for
the way in which they so ably amused us.
R .S .M . Vokins deserves a vote of thanks
for packing 500 persons into a space that
was originally meant for 400, in the very
short time he had at his disposal.
There was, naturally, a lot of work
done behind the scenes, and we thank
those labourers who were not seen, but
who helped considerably towards the
success of the Concert Party.
In conclusion, to the Concert Party and
its assistants, if you are called upon to
•do again what you have done so well
before , just remember the ovation that
was accorded you at the final curtain, and
see if it is not worth it . Aye, well
worth it .
F. C. B.

C
H
A
T
SOMETIMES wonder if my fellowwielders of the pen in the GAZETTE
have the same difficulty that I do, in finding something to write about when the
Editor' s " demand note " comes round
once a quarter . From the fluency and
length of their articles I fear I am the
only contributor ungifted with a facile
pen, and I note with shame that the
Ladies ' Chat is always the shortest article
in the GAZETTE .
Some day I dream of
beginning a month beforehand, and
writing such a long and beautiful article
that the GAZETTE will be half-filled with
the doings of the ladies, and the Editor,
to his astonishment, will have to prune
pieces out, instead of having to add them.
But, then, would this masterpiece be read
by any but him? The thought that it
might—nay, very probably would—meet
an ignoble and unread fate withholds me
from this enterprise.

I

And now for our doings of the past
three months.
The Christmas Tree was on Christmas
Eve . and before the tea and tree there
was a cinema show at the Garrison
Cinema, with several good pictures of
Felix and his kind, and madly driven
motor-cars .
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After tea—there being no chimney-pot
available—Father Christmas made a gallant effort, and came in through a window
—it was a small window, and he had some
trouble with it, but I am glad to say his
entrance was safely accomplished, and
everyone provided wtih a present before
he left—through the door!
Throughout the winter there have been
socials once a fortnight . At one of these
Mrs . Elgood talked about the women of
Egypt . It was. extraordinarily interesting
hearing about the lives of these women,
so very different from our own.
Mrs . Hignett has proved to have an unrivalled knowledge of the most exciting
indoor games, and we have had many a
good laugh while playing them .

GAZETTE
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While the men were in camp we had
one of the socials in the garden of the
Officers' Mess and Mouneim House . Unfortunately, the weather was not kind,
and it was very cold and windy . However, we got through a tennis tournament
which was won by Mrs . Roberts and Mrs.
Young, with Mrs . Turner and Mrs.
Malins as close runners-up . We had also
a guessing competition with a handsome
prize of half a dozen new-laid eggs, kindly
presented by S .Q .M .S . Goatcher, from
his famous chicken farm . I know how
famous his farm is, from the frequent
mention made of it in past numbers of the
GAZETTE, and certainly the large size of
the eggs laid by his hens 'does credit to
his farming.

Tenth Hussars, and, as a Tenth Hussar,
should read the Regimental GAZETTE.
*

*

*

In our next number we hope to be able
to publish details of the ways and means
of binding Volumes VIII and IX.
Up to the time of going to press, we
are waiting to hear from the printers
concerning this matter.
We should like to draw the attention
of our readers to the splendid account of
The Battle of Cambrai, 1917," which
was planned and organized by the Colonel
of the Regiment . Viscount Byng of Vimy.
The account is published in The Fighting Forces for January . 1930, page 515,
ct seq .
*
*
*

E beg- to bring to the notice of our

WANTED.
Will anyone who has the complete set
of Volumes of the pre-war Regimental
GAZETTE for sale please communicate with
Capt . Hignett, 10th Royal Hussars,
Abbassia, Egypt?

number of Volume IX ; therefore, all
subscriptions must be renewed for
Volume X.
We sincerely hope that the Old Comrades will rally round us better in the
future than in the past .' Out of one
thousand-odd names on the list of
addresses of Old Tenth Hussars, we find
that only about one hundred were subscribers for Volume IX . Surely the
others have not forgotten they are still

We beg to bring to the notice of our
readers that in a great many cases letters,
etc ., are being addressed to the wrong
persons on the Editorial staff.
All literary contributions should be sent
to the Editor and not to the Secretary;
all inquiries, cheques, postal orders, etc .,
should be sent to the Secretary and not
to the Editor ; all inquiries, etc ., relating
to advertisements should he sent to the

W readers that this number is the last
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Publicity Agent, and not to the Editor or
Secretary.
The rates of subscription to the Regimental GAZETTE are as follows :
For
12 Months

£

Officers
Past
and
Present
N .C .Os . and Men
If sent by post
Other Subscribers.

s.

d.

I

I

o

o
0
o

4
4
6

0
6
6

For
One Copy.
s . d.

I

o
1 2

i

8

All literary contributions should be sent
to :
THE EDITOR,
THE X ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE,
ABDUL MOUNEIM BARRACKS,
ABBASSIA, CAIRO, EGYPT.
*

*

*

All inquiries from people in England
can be addressed to :
MRS . MACKENZIE,
33, PEMBROKE SQUARE,
KENSINGTON,
LONDON.
*

*

*

All inquiries from persons residing
abroad must be addressed to :

REGIMENTAL GAZETTE.
" LONDON GAZETTE ."
The following extracts from London Gazettes
are republished :
NO . 33555, dated November 26th, 1929 :
Lieut . M . N . E . MacMullen, transferred from
1st Bn . The Northumberland Fusiliers, to be
Lieut ., November 27th, 1929.
Joined Regiment December 13th, 1929.
No . 33556, dated November 29th, 1929 :
The undermentioned Lieuts . to be Captains,
October 19th, 1929 :
\V . E . Carver, J . D . Hignett.
No . 33575, dated January 31st, 1930 :
The undermentioned Gentleman Cadet from the
Royal Military College to be 2/Lieutenant . January 30th, 1930 :
Norman Douglas Charrington.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The undermentioned officer qualified at the 98th
Regimental Signalling Instructors' Course, held
at the School of Signals . Catterick, from September 5th to December 12th, 1929, and was awarded
Instructor's Certificate :
Lieut . J . P . Archer-Shee.
CERTIFICATES OF EDUCATION.
The undermentioned N .C .O . was awarded a
Special Certificate of Education at an examination
held at Abbassia on 9/10/29 :
131517 S .Q .M .S . A . Standing.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and man were
awarded 1st Class Certificates of Education at an
examination held at Abbassia on 9/10/29 :—
537339 Sadd ./Sergt . W . Clifton (" Distinguished " in Geography).
5342 36 Sergt . G . Donovan.
537624 Sergt . E . Wilson.
53 8363 Sergt . J . Prince, M .M.
534657 Sergt . W . Bishop.
6331 Sadd ./Cpl . C . H . Downes.
546361 Tpr. A . Marshall.

THE EDITOR.

(address above).

All cheques and postal orders should be
made payable to the Hon . Secretary and
Treasurer, and crossed "Not . negotiable . "
*

*

*

All inquiries and payments from advertisers in England should be sent direct to
the printers :
MESSRS . GALE & POLDEN, LTD .,
WELLINGTON WORKS,
ALDERSHOT, ENGLAND.

All others should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary and Treasurer .

EXTENSIONS AND RE-ENGAGEMENTS.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . extended their
service to complete 12 years with the Colours . on
the dates as stated :
543028 L ./Sergt . T . Davis, 3/12/29.
1668900 Cpl . S . T . G . Cobb, 5/12/29.
544098 L./Cpl. A. Wells, 28/12/29.
529171 Cpl . W . J . Frisby, 1/1/30.
09
1
Cpl
. R . J . Williams, 29/1/30.
543
The undermentioned N .C .Os . re-engaged to
complete 21 years' Army Service, on the dates as
stated :
534510 Sergt. P . Hart, 26/11/29.
534395 F ./Sergt . W . Lutner, 15/1/30.
537339 Sadd ./Sergt . \V . Clifton, permitted to
continue in the Service beyond 21
years until 1 9/4/33 .
EMBARKATIONS.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . and men embarked
per H .T . Dorsetshire at Port Said on December
5th, 1929, for the United Kingdom, for the reasons
stated :—
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For Discharge purposes :
53781 9 Sergt . W . Harvey.
547937 Tpr . W . Dunlop.
54793 6 Tpr . E . Poole.
548232 Tpr . J . Thompson.
548101 Tpr . R . P . Bone.
548369 Tpr . R . Hales.
54837 1 Tpr . E . King.
548265 Tpr . R . Hook.
For Transfer to Section " B,'' Army Reserve :—
1661619 Tpr . W . J . Bell.
529766 Tpr . H . Bowles.
529686 Tpr . R . Collier.
737443 Tpr . J . Collins.
5999145 L ./Cpl . \V . Holly-lee.
746625 Farr . R. Kerslake.
529114 L ./Cpl . R . Randall.
529659 Farr . J . R . Waters.
4526588 Tpr . F . Cox.
529767 Tpr . H . Clayton.
529628 Tpr . W . Clegg.
746686 Tpr . F . Ellis.
529721 Tpr . N . Mather.
529664 Tpr . J . Milne.
529727 Tpr . C . Osbourne.
6079614 Tpr . R . Breakspear.
529629 Tpr . J . Harding.
529618 Tpr . J . Lindop.
529714 Tpr . E . Obey.
3760029 Tpr . R . Owens.
726503 Tpr . J . Pearce.
8957 L ./Cpl . A . Smith.
529640 Tpr . G . Taylor.
546836 Tpr . J . Redfearn.
.4s Invalids :
534298 L ./Sergt. F . Simpson.
1039770 Tpr . F . Janes.
770387 Tpr . J . McEwan.
To attend Courses at Army Vocational Training
Centres :
6078848 Tpr . F . Kates.
529626 Tpr . G . Lees.
529740 L ./Cpl . J . Manaton.
529662 Tpr . W . J . Mason.
520760 Tpr . C . Summers.
529635 Tpr . T . Dodkin.
5488564 Tpr . W . Mosdell.
529641 Tpr . E . Thurston.
The undermentioned N .C .O . embarked at Port
Said on 21/12/29 for the United Kingdom, for the
purpose of discharge by purchase :
6006424 L ./Cpl . V . A . Stokes.
The undermentioned N .C .Os . embarked at Port
Said on 12/1/30 for the United Kingdom, for the
purpose of attending Army Vocational Training
Courses :
538303 Sergt . 1' . Buck and family.
1017856 L ./Cpl . M . Newman and family.
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
The following promotions and appointments
have been made, with effect from the dates as
stated against their names :
Relinquished the appointment of Trumpeter, and
appointed Bandsman, 5/12/29 :
7817283 Tptr . R . March.
Appointed "trumpeter, 5/12/29 :
544450 L ./Cpl . P . Mordaunt.
Appointed Paid Lance-Sergeant . 5/12/29 :—
543 028 Cpl . T . Davis .
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Appointed Paid Lance-Corporals,
5/12/29:-543261 L./Cpl. F. Burchett.
732288 L ./Cpl . T . O'Connell.
543806 L ./Cpl . H . Ruff.
543823 L ./Cpl . A . Taylor.
Appointed Saddletree Maker, 27/11/29 :—
542890 Tpr . L . A. Dunk.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporal, 21/12/29 :545190 L ./Cpl . R. H . Shorter.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporal, 28/12/29 :—
546032 L ./Cpl . W . Palmer.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporal, 12/1/30 :—
3704806 L ./Cpl . S . Joddrell.
Appointed Sergeant-Instructor of Musketry.
12 / 1 /30 :534673 Sergt . A . Elderfield.
Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporal,
20/1/30:—770701 Tpr. P. Tillotson.
Promoted Sergeant, 4/1/30 :—
543815 L./Sergt
. J . Garcia.
Appointed Paid Lance-Sergeant, 4/1/30 :—
538315 Cpl . W . McNeill.
Promoted Corporal, 4/1/30 :—
543235 L ./Cpl . R . Setchell.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporal, 4/1/30 :—
546265 L ./Cpl . J . Bradshaw.
Promoted Staff-Sergeant and appointed FarrierStaff-Sergeant, 4/2/30 :
534395 Farr ./Sergt . W . Lutner.
POSTING.
The undermentioned man was posted to the
12th Royal Lancers, with effect from 24/2/30 :—
402590 Tpr . G . Wilcox.
BIRTH.
POPE.—On February 14th, 1930, at the Military
Families' Hospital, Abbassia, to the wife of
No . 543140 L ./Cpl . G . Pope—a son (John
Valentine) .
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